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French
New Fiction
Antoine, Amélie. Fidèle au poste, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.320, 9782253086154, £8.99
Psychological thriller. Chloé and Gabriel lead a very happy life together so with her sudden death the grief is
unbearable. Seeking some consolation through therapy, Gabriel gets to know an intriguing woman…
Bachi, Salim. Dieu, Allah, moi et les autres, 2017, Gallimard, pp.177, 9782070179602, £14.50
The writer evokes his Algerian childhood, his rejection of Islam and the refuge he has found in writing.
Banière, Sandra. Les noces meurtries, 2017, Presses de la Cité, pp.367, 9782258143364, £19.99
Hélène seems to lead a peaceful existence in the heart of the Champagne vineyards. The truth is that no one
can imagine the nightmare that she lives everyday…
Barbe, Géraldine. Tous les hommes chaussent du 44, 2017, Rouergue, pp.180, 9782812612305, £14.99
The narrator, a 40 year old lady, writes a treatise on perfect love which reveals her discoveries about malefemale relationships.
Barbérat, Angélique. La vie enfuie de Marta K., 2017, M. Lafon, pp.398, 9782749931753, £20.50
Marta K. is found in a truck in Germany, on the Polish border. She doesn't remember her past, and even when
she is introduced to her husband and children, her amnesia remains. She goes home, surrounded by her loved
ones, with the feeling that she is missing someone.
Barde-Cabuçon, Olivier. Une enquête du commissaire aux morts étranges: Le moine et le singe-roi,
2017, Actes Sud, pp.329, 9782330075385, £20.99
The detective and his collaborator (a heretical monk) investigate the barbaric murder of a young woman whose
body was found in the gardens of the Palace of Versailles. They are under the direct supervision of Louis XV
and Madame de Pompadour.
Barukh, Sarah. Elle voulait juste marcher droit, 2017, Albin Michel, pp.426, 9782226329769, £22.50
1946. The war has been over for a few months when Alice, eight years old, meets her mother for the first
time. This is the beginning of a long journey: from Paris to New York, Alice will discover the secret of her past,
and leave her childhood forever.
Bellanger, Aurélien. Le Grand Paris, 2017, Gallimard, pp.475, 9782070197620, £20.50
The narrator of this novel is Alexandre Belgrand, a visionary urban planner whose project is The Grand Paris, a
project that has been called “a vast questioning on the meaning of the city”.
Bello, Antoine. L'homme qui s'envola, 2017, Gallimard, pp.320, 9782070197385, £17.99
BESTSELLER. At the head of a thriving business in New Mexico, married to the beautiful Sarah and father
of three children, Walker, 43, gives all the appearances of success. However, he hates his busy lifestyle and
decides to stage his death. Detective Nick Shepherd, convinced that Walker is still alive, is looking for him.
Benichou, Pierre J. B. Rouge Eden, 2017, Belfond, pp.406, 9782714474759, £19.99
The intersecting destinies of an American serial killer in the 90s and a Soviet physicist wrongly convicted during
Stalin's regime.
Besson, Patrick. Sarkozy à Sainte-Hélène, 2017, Gallimard, pp.137, 9782072713378, £11.99
In this humorous and satirical novel, French TV celebrities meet characters of French history; Nabilla and
Lacan, Charlot and migrants.
Boissard, Janine. La lanterne des morts, 2017, Fayard, pp.347, 9782213704531, £20.99
Lila is bipolar and in love with Vivien, the fiancé of her sister Adele. Her sister begins to find Lila's behaviour
threatening, to the point of suspecting her to be at the origin of the death of their mother.
Bortnikov, Dimitri. Face au Styx, 2017, Rivages, pp.748, 9782743638566, £19.50
The hallucinatory journey of a young Russian between Paris, Saint-Petersburg and the Central Asian steppe.
During his quest, he meets mackerels, tsars, beasts from the other side of the Styx, children and veterans of
three wars.
Bouhénic, Pascale. Lorsqu'il fut de retour enfin, 2017, Gallimard, pp.138, 9782072721427, £15.50
A story inspired by the episode of Pénélope waiting for the return of Ulysses in Homer’s Odyssey.
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Brochard, Vincent-Paul. Le pont sans retour, 2017, Picquier, pp.507, 9782809712193, £20.99
Julie travels to Asia in the summer of 1989 with a friend of Japanese origin. In reality, her friend belongs to a
group of revolutionary militants who work on behalf of the dictator Kim II-sung. Julie is abducted and taken to
Pyongyang, and must learn the way of life in North Korea.
Cauwelaert, Didier van. Le retour de Jules, 2017, pp.166, 9782226398932, £16.99
Jules, former guide dog of the blind, has become a simple pet since Alice recovered her sight. He was selected
to be a trainer at a canine school specializing in the detection of epileptic seizures. He made the acquaintance
of Victoire, a superb detective of explosives who seeks to retire, after losing her sense of smell.
Chevillard, Eric. Ronce-Rose, 2017, Editions de Minuit, pp.139, 9782707343161, £13.99
The notebook of Ronce-Rose contains only the stories of a peaceful existence with Machefer, until her life is
turned upside down, and this enjoyable diary becomes a narrative of a desperate quest.
Claudel, Philippe. Inhumaines, 2017, Stock, pp.129, 9782234073388, £16.50
BESTSELLER. A satire of the present society, inspired by current affairs.
Colize, Paul. Zanzara, 2017, Fleuve Editions, pp.315, 9782265099388, £19.99
Fred, 30 is a freelance web journalist for a Belgian newspaper. He dreams of the article that will bring him
glory. In the meantime, he simply tests his limits in his private life. A phone call and a seemingly banal event
will change everything.
Colombiani, Laetitia. La tresse, 2017, Grasset, pp.221, 9782246813880, £18.50
The crossed paths of three women, on three different continents. In India, Smita longs to escape her menial
life, Julia in Palermo who discovers that her family’s business is failing, and Sarah, a Canadian lawyer who
learns that she has a breast cancer.
Condé, Maryse. Le fabuleux et triste destin d'Ivan et d'Ivana, 2017, pp.365, 9782709660662, £19.99
Ivan and Ivana, twins born in Guadeloupe and raised in a female family cocoon, maintain a close relationship.
Fate leads the brother, adrift and violent, and the sister, gentle and loving, as far as Mali, where their
respective natures are finally revealed.
Dalembert, Louis-Philippe. Avant que les ombres s'effacent, 2017, S. Wespieser éditeur, pp.290,
9782848052151, £20.99
The story of a Jewish family from Poland who emigrate to Haiti.
De Bure, Véronique. Un clafoutis aux tomates cerises, 2017, Flammarion, pp.376, 9782081389069,
£21.50
Jeanne, 90, decides to begin a diary. Over the course of a year, from small events to hilarious reflections, she
records her moods and memories.
Descosse, Olivier. Passé simple, 2017, Pygmalion, pp.274, 9782081242982, £21.50
Vincent has just separated from his wife, and decides to try and investigate and understand his past.
Djian, Philippe. Marlène, 2017, Gallimard, pp.211, 9782070143191, £17.99
BESTSELLER. Dan and Richard, two Afghan veterans and childhood friends, have lived in the same city since
returning from war. Still seriously disturbed by what they have experienced, they struggle to regain a normal
life. While Dan manages to find a job, Richard flirts with criminality and adultery, damaging his marriage to
Nath. The arrival of Marlene, Nath's sister, will disrupt their lives all over again.
Ducret, Diane. Les indésirables, 2017, Flammarion, pp.312, 9782081407343, £21.50
At the beginning of the Second World War, Eva and Lisa, two friends are interned by the French State in a
camp in the middle of the Pyrenees. Recreating a cabaret, they dance and sing freedom in German, Yiddish
and French.
Dupuy, Marie-Bernadette. Nuits à haut risque, 2017, L'Archipel, pp.250, 9782809822397, £20.50
In Angoulême, the psychiatrist Eléonore Brunel is worried about the assassination of several of her colleagues.
Maud Delage and his colleagues, Irwan and Xavier, are responsible for her protection.
Fargues, Nicolas & Igor Gran. Ecrire à l'élastique, 2017, P.O.L., pp.222, 9782818041932, £15.99
This is a novel written by two authors, between their four hands, on the difficulty to write, women, love and
manhood. It is also a literary triumph between two geographically distanced writers who managed to
harmonize their characters and narrative styles.
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Fives, Carole. Une femme au téléphone, 2017, pp.98, 9782072703249, £12.99
A woman talks to her daughter on the phone: it's Charlene, an outgoing woman in her sixties who drinks,
smokes, and dates men. She survived cancer and is not afraid to say what goes on in her heart, which for her
daughter can be both touching and toxic.
Fréling, Philippe. Les herbes folles, 2017, Denoel, pp.207, 9782207136249, £19.50
The story of a woman in France in the 50s. After an unsuccessful marriage, she has a short affair with a
military man who then returns to the Algerian war. She falls pregnant, and decides that she wants to find him
again.
Gavalda, Anna. Fendre l'armure, 2017, Dilettante, pp.284, 9782842639136, £15.99
BESTSELLER. A collection of seven short stories whose narrators are Ludmila, Paul, John and others, whose
names we do not learn. They reveal themselves and talk about the solitude of their lives; each story helping to
build an impression of the benevolence of people, “ordinary heroes”.
Gendron, Sébastien. Révolution, 2017, Albin Michel, pp.394, 9782226393258, £20.50
Unknowingly employed by the same temp agency, Pandora Guaperal and Georges Berchanko meet in a bar.
Sharing the same views on society, they devise a plan: block the cars of the holiday makers and invite them to
join a revolution.
Gillot, Alain. La meilleure chose qui puisse arriver à un homme, c'est de se perdre, 2017, Flammarion,
pp.311, 9782081341494, £20.50
To help a young actress in financial trouble, a script doctor embarks in an adventure in the south of France
where he meets people who will help him realise the true meaning of life.
Giordano, Raphaëlle. Le jour où les lions mangeront de la salade verte, 2017, Eyrolles,
pp.317, 9782212564471, £16.50
A mixture of fiction and psychology, Romane's mission is to reduce this widespread illness whose symptoms are
the feeling of superiority, egocentrism, and the penchant for power. She welcomes new trainees on her journey,
adopting some interesting methods along the way.
Grimaldi, Virginie. Le parfum du bonheur est plus fort sous la pluie, 2017, Fayard, pp.462,
9782213704739, £18.99
Pauline, left by her husband Ben, finds herself obliged to live with her parents with her 4-year-old son. She
decides to revive their love by sending him each day a memory of their relationship.
Haddad, Hubert. Premières neiges sur Pondichéry, 2017, Zulma, pp.178, 9782843047855, £17.50
Drawn to South India by a festival of traditional carnatic music, an Israeli violinist makes his journey, planning
to leave behind Israeli society for good. He discovers the existence of the Blue Synagogue of Cochin which
brings together an ancestral Hebrew community.
Incardona, Joseph. Chaleur, 2017, Finitude, pp.147, 9782363390769, £14.50
Every year in Finland, the world sauna championships take place. Niko, multiple winner, and Igor, his perpetual
challenger, are both ready for victory.
Kalfon, Stéphanie. Les parapluies d'Erik Satie, 2017, J. Losfeld Edition, pp.140, 9782072706349, £17.99
In 1901, Erik Satie is 34. Melancholic, he abandons his friends and Montmartre, isolates himself in the
suburbs and drinks more and more. In spite of his gloominess and his solitude, he succeeds in composing works
as original as they are sensational.
Khoury-Ghata, Venus. L'adieu à la femme rouge, 2017, Mercure de France, pp.180, 9782715245815,
£16.50
The mother of Zeit and Zina disappeared overnight following a Western photographer. They later find her on
giant advertisements, and now she would be with a writer. The two children find themselves left to their own
devices.
Krug, Cécile. Parler ne fait pas cuire le riz, 2017, Flammarion, pp.329, 9782081395282, £19.99
This light-hearted comedy follows Jeanne, a forty-year-old illustrator who performs an eight-day fast under
supervision.
Lafay, Quentin. La place forte, 2017, Gallimard, pp.237, 9782072723209, £16.50
Béranger Thérice, a recognized economist, was appointed Minister of Finance. He discovers the other side of
the game and sees little by little that he is trapped.
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Landon, Emmelene. La baie de la rencontre, 2017, Gallimard, pp.214, 9782072701573, £16.50
George, sculptor and researcher, returns to Australia, his native land, which he had left since childhood. With
his wife Rachel, he sets out to discover this immense territory.
Ledig, Agnès. De tes nouvelles, 2017, Albin Michel, pp.342, 9782226396358, £20.50
Valentine, a teacher in a village, was seeing Eric, a widow. Unsure of their feelings, they separated. When he
comes back with his daughter, the foundation of a new family seems to be obvious…but an unexpected male
presence is stirring up trouble.
Lehman, Fabrice. Madame Extraordinaire, 2017, Lattés, pp.315, 9782709656788, £20.99
Stephanie discovers one day that she is the average Frenchwoman par excellence: whatever the subject, her
opinions coincide perfectly with the mainstream. Extraordinary by her normality, she is spotted by a marketing
institute and propelled in the presidential campaign.
Lesbre, Michèle. Chère Brigande, 2017, Sabine Wespieser Editeur, pp.77, 9782848052137, £11.99
An account in which the revolts of the writer (among others, against the violence of the Algerian war) and its
engagement on the extreme left echo the struggles of Marion du Faouët, a famous brigand in Brittany in the
years 1740-1750.
Levy, Marc. La dernière des Stanfield, 2017, Robert Laffont, pp.463, 9782221157855, £21.99
BESTSELLER. Eleanor Rigby is a journalist in London and George Harrison is a cabinetmaker in Quebec.
They do not know each other. Each of them receives a similar letter from a raven who accuses their respective
mothers of crimes.
Madani, Karim. Jewish gangsta, 2017, Editions Marchialy, pp.181, 9791095582090, £16.99
In Brooklyn, in the 1990s, two brothers of Israeli origin, fan of hip-hop, metal and gore movies meet a gang of
girls specialising in car theft. The young people find themselves trapped in the war between the Jamaicans and
the Puerto Ricans.
Malroux, Antonin. L'espoir de belles aurores, 2017, Calmann-Lévy, pp.295, 9782702160268, £20.50
In 1960, Gatien leaves his region following his engagement in the war of Algeria. Despite the conflict, he
manages to maintain a regular correspondence with his fiancé until the day she suddenly stops responding to
him.
Manfredi, Astrid. Havre nuit, 2017, Belfond, pp.218, 9782714475619, £18.50
The impossible love between two beings deeply destroyed by life. On one side Laszlo, a brilliant student but
who is also a murderer and on the other Alice, a policewoman. The story is set in Le Havre.
Martin-Lugand, Agnès. J'ai toujours cette musique dans la tête, 2017, M. Lafon, pp.360, 9782749929019,
£18.99
Yanis and Vera are married and parents of three children. Yanis doesn't get on with his collaborator, who is
also the brother of Vera. He decides to start his own business but the problems are far from over.
Miller, Isabelle. Le problème avec l'amour, 2017, JC Lattès, pp.323, 9782709656733, £18.99
Marion, in her forties, divorced and mother of a teenager, is very much in love with a man, but when he makes
his declaration of love, she reacts awkwardly. To dispel the misunderstanding, she tells him in a long letter
about her past experiences.
Minier, Bernard. Nuit, 2017, XO, pp.524, 9782845638273, £22.50
BESTSELLER. While Kirsten Niggard investigates the murder of a technician from an off-shore base, she
finds photographs of Martin Servaz, who was spied. This investigation leads them to Julian Hirtmann, the
elusive killer.
Mizubayashi, Akira. Un amour de mille-ans, 2017, Gallimard, pp.262, 9782072697869, £18.50
Sen-nen, a former professor of French literature in Tokyo, now lives in Paris with his wife, Mathilde, who has a
serious illness. One day, Sen-nen receives an email from Clemence, a singer he met in Paris when he was
young.
Moreau, Christiana. La sonate oubliée, 2017, Preludes, pp.250, 9782253107811, £15.50
In Belgium, Lionella, 17, of Italian origin, lives only for the cello. As she searches for a new piece, her best friend
brings her an old box that contains a score and a diary. The young woman then plunges into the eighteenth
century into the fate of Ada, an orphan who lived in a boarding school in Venice where Vivaldi taught music.
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Musso, Guillaume. Un appartement à Paris, 2017, XO, pp.471, 9782845639614, £21.99
BESTSELLER. Two strangers rent by mistake the same Parisian studio that belonged to a famous artist. They
discover that three paintings have disappeared.
Obiégly, Gaëlle. N'être personne, 2017, Verticales, pp.312, 9782072706707, £19.99
A hostess finds herself accidentally locked up on a Friday afternoon in the toilets of her company. Condemned
to spend the weekend there, she writes the journal of her thoughts on toilet paper.
Ohl, Jean-Pierre. Le chemin du diable, 2017, Gallimard, pp.367, 9782072697760, £18.99
Spring 1824: Engineer George Stephenson built the first railway line in Darlington, in the north of England.
Draining a pond, his workers discover a skeleton of Lady Beresford who disappeared twenty years earlier under
mysterious circumstances.
Ono-dit-Biot, Christophe. Croire au merveilleux, 2017, Gallimard, pp.233, 9782070118328, £18.99
Cesar has lost his wife and cannot live without her despite the child they have had together. His new
neighbour, a young woman with a Greek accent, will help him to reconnect to life.
Paris, Gilles. Le vertige des falaises, 2017, Plon, pp.244, 9782259252836, £16.99
Marnie is a teenage girl living on an island with her mother, Rose, and her grandmother Olivia, a strong woman
who reigns over her family and the island. Family secrets threaten their fragile balance.
Peillon, Vincent. Un chinois à Paris, 2017, Stock, pp.283, 9782234082571, £19.50
36, Quai des Orfèvres, December 24th. Detective Bloom is preparing to celebrate Christmas with a bottle of
gin on his own when he is called to investigate the brutal murder of a transsexual prostitute found in a street
of Belleville dressed as a Pekin Opera singer.
Philibert, Marjorie. Presque ensemble, 2017, JCLattès, pp.373, 9782709658584, £18.99
Nicolas and Victoire are in love. After their studies came their first salary and first apartment. They don't have
any ideals and they do not wish to change the world. Very soon the routine and the erosion of feelings take
place, they start aspiring to something else.
Pujas, Sophie. Le sourire de Gary Cooper, 2017, Gallimard, pp.107, 9782072720499, £10.50
The story of a major silent film figure, actress Clara Bow whose life was filled with scandals. After a lonely and
miserable childhood, she developed a passion for cinema and became the new muse of Hollywood.
Réveillaud, Marc. L'affaire du siècle, 2017, Lattès, pp.360, 9782709647649, £18.99
Richard, unable to face reality, takes refuge in the thrill of gambling, sales of works of art and business,
endangering his family and his life by debts, blackmails and lies. His son wants to save his father from selfdestruction.
Roux, François. Tout ce dont on rêvait, 2017, Albin Michel, pp.324, 9782226391926, £20.99
How can a couple resist the adversity of time? And crisis like unemployment of the husband? Through the love
life of Justine, the author depicts the French society.
Rufin, Jean-Christophe. Le tour du monde du roi Zibeline, 2017, Gallimard, pp.366, 9782070178643,
£18.50
The life of Auguste Benjowski, an aristocrat born in 1746 in Slovakia. He was an officer, a convict, an escapee,
an explorer and the king of Madagascar and lived an intense love affair with Aphanasie, the daughter of a
Siberian governor.
Sébillon, Céline. La vie commence demain, 2017, City, pp.380, 9782824608846, £18.99
On the way with Bernard to visit their aunt Blanche, Anne wonders when to give her companion the break up
letter written a long time ago. On her side, Blanche recovers in a secret drawer her forgotten diary, in which
she reveals a sulphurous past.
Simon, Sophie. Aimer et prendre l'air, 2017, JC Lattès, pp.301, 9782709658591, £19.50
Amy married Jack when she was a young actress. Since then, she has grown up but he has only grown old. She
is about to leave him when a couple of friends, also on the verge of breakup, arrive in the house and nothing
happens as expected.
Simonnot, Maud. La nuit pour adresse, 2017, Gallimard, pp.250, 9782072706653, £18.50
The story of Robert McAlmon's life. A admired writer married to the daughter of the richest man in England,
he was spending time with Man Ray, Kiki or J. Glassco and was one of the organizers of Montparnasse nights.
Sollers, Philippe. Beauté, 2017, Gallimard, pp.203, 9782072701078, £14.50
The narrator evokes his relationship with Lisa, a famous pianist.
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Tackian, Niko. Toxique, 2017, Calmann-Lévy, pp.299, 9782702160916, £18.99
The headmistress of a nursery school in the suburbs of Paris is found dead in her office. The criminal brigade
sends Lieutenant Tomar Khan aka the Pitbull. He discovers a case much more complex than it seems.
Taia, Abdellah. Celui qui est digne d'être aimé, 2017, Seuil, pp.135, 9782021343076, £14.99
Three letters: A bitter one to a mother, a love letter from an ex and a break-up one. The central character is
Ahmed, a 40-year-old Moroccan who lives in France for twenty years.
Tesson, Sylvain. Une très légère oscillation, 2017, Editions des Equateurs, pp.230, 9782849904954,
£19.99
BESTSELLER. The travelling writer invites the reader to take advantage of the humblest things in life, without
expecting anything from the morrow. His reflections cover both current events as well as his thoughts on poetry
and spirituality.
Thilliez, Franck. Sharko, 2017, Fleuve editions, pp.576, 9782265115590, £21.99
A policewoman kills the suspect of kidnapping cases somewhere in a basement in South Paris. She conceals
the crime with the help of Sharko, her husband and colleague. She later finds herself in charge of the
investigation.
Tiab, Ahmed. Gymnopédie pour une disparue, 2017, Edition de l'Aube, pp.274, 9782815920308, £18.50
Boris Sieger, a city clerk, leads a quiet life when he discovers that he probably has a brother jihadist. Boris
starts a research on his family history, starting by his mother who abandoned him.
Tison, Christophe. Les amants ne se rencontrent nulle part, 2017, Gallimard, pp.295, 9782072709326,
£17.99
The narrator ends his relationship with Manon, who prefers to focus on her acting career. In a moment of
solitude, he wanders on the Internet and comes into contact with Stella, a photographer who lives in California.
Toledo, Camille de. Le livre de la faim et de la soif, 2017, Gallimard, pp.379, 9782072699474, £21.50
The narrator is overwhelmed by his alter ego and his book which destroys things at the same time they get
named. He then sets off in search of a new reality. The episodes take place in different countries and times.
Tong Cuong, Valérie. Par amour, 2017, Lattès, pp.411, 9782709656047, £19.99
Tracing the destiny of two families swept away by the Second World War, this powerful and captivating story
takes us from Le Havre to Algeria and brings to light an unknown part of history.
Vargas, Fred. Quand sort la recluse, 2017, Flammarion, pp.477, 9782081413146, £19.99
BESTSELLER. Three men have recently died from the bites of the brown recluse, a venomous spider.
Commissaire Adamsberg suspects a murder.
Videlier, Philippe. Quatre saisons à l’hôtel de l’univers, 2017, Gallimard, pp.486, 9782072688829, £20.99
The tormented history of Aden, a peninsula where eager colonists founded an important city for trades during
the nineteenth century. Over the years Europeans attracted by prospects of rapid fortune, American feminists
and communards returning from New Caledonia stayed at the hotel of the Universe.
Viel, Tanguy. Article 353 du Code pénal, 2017, pp.173, 9782707343079, £14.50
Grand Prize RTL-Lire 2017. Martial Kermeur finds himself in front of the judge for having murdered
Antoine Lazenec, a real estate agent. He recounts the events that led to the murder.

Reprints
A.D.G. La nuit myope, 2017, La Table Ronde, pp.107, 9782710382249, £6.99
Domi is a Parisian sales executive married to Christine. They live in the 10th arrondissement with their dog
Laskar. One night, in this club, he meets Armelle, a twenty-five-year-old bank employee.
Adamo, Christine. L'équation du chat, 2017, Points, pp.415, 9782757861134, £8.99
December 31st. The twelve strokes of midnight resound in Cambridge. On one side of the Cam River, which
runs through the town, a sordid murder is perpetrated. On the other side, a scientific experiment is carried out.
Aillon, Jean d'. Récits cruels et sanglants durant la guerre des trois Henri, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.475,
9782290138946, £8.99
Three investigations by Nicolas Poulain and Olivier Hauteville set during the war of the three Henrys.
Angot, Christine. La petite foule, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.251, 9782290129890, £9.50
Christine Angot portraits various characters with different backgrounds. Each will reveal their loneliness and
emotions.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Azoulai, Nathalie. Titus n’aimait pas Bérénice, 2017, Folio Gallimard, 9782070794065, £8.50
BESTSELLER. Prix Médicis 2015. In order to overcome heartbreak, a woman revisits the life and work of
Jean Racine, who was able to describe the passion of love with great accuracy.
Barrière, Michèle. Mort à bord, 2017, Livre de Poche Policier, pp.252, 9782253191377, £12.50
August 1936. Deauville Adrien Savoisy is seduced by Thérèse Madec. Two friends of her are found dead on
the beach. The couple embark on the Normandy liner departing for New York.
Beigbeder, Frédéric. L’Égoïste romantique, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.345, 9782253069058, £8.99
Thirty-four years old Oscar Dufresne writes his diary in the press so that his life becomes exciting. He is selfish,
coward, cynical and sexually obsessed - in short he is a man like any other.
Betting, Fabienne. Bons baisers de Mesménie, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.346, 9782290138298, £8.99
Thomas Lagrange replied to an ad proposing a mission of literary translator from mesmene to French. Now at
the the top of the bestsellers after the publication of the book, he has the mesmen mafia at his heels.
Bloy, Léon. Histoires désobligeantes, 2017, Mercure de France, pp.302, 9782715244719, £7.99
Thirty tales which offer a corrosive painting of the manners of the Belle Epoque.
Bourdeaut, Olivier. En attendant Bojangles, 2017, Folio Gallimard, 9782070782369, £6.99
The story of this unusual and fantastic couple who reinvent life every day. Humorous and moving, it has quickly
become a bestseller in France.
Bussi, Michel. Le temps est assassin, 2017, Pocket, pp.614, 9782266274180, £9.99
BESTSELLER. A woman returns to the scene of a car accident in which she was the only survivor.
Cagnati, Inès. Le jour de congé, 2017, Gallimard, pp.171, 9782072710520, £7.99
The story of 14 years old Galla who leaves the family farm to enter high school. When she returns home after
a long absence, her father rejects her, why?
Calaferte, Louis. La mécanique des femmes, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.162, 9782072722899, £7.50
The observations of the author on women, especially their sexual and erotic behaviours.
Cauwelaert, Didier van. Jules, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.251, 9782253070801, £9.50
Zibal sells macarons at Orly airport. He falls in love with a blind customer, Alice, who has a dog called Jules.
Choplin, Antoine. Une forêt d'arbres creux, 2017, Points, pp.115, 9782757863671, £6.99
Inspired by the life of artist Bedrich Fritta, this novel tells of his deportation with his wife and son in the Czech
camp of Terezin.
Claudel, Philippe. L’arbre du pays Toraja, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.208, 9782253069331, £8.50
After the death of both his producer and best friend, a filmmaker reflects on his life and on his relationships.
—— Meuse l'oubli, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.151, 9782253070634, £7.99
The narrator, an admirer of Charles Baudelaire and Gerard de Nerval, tries to forget Paule, who has just died
at the age of 30. The author evokes the acceptance of mourning and tries to describe the pain that time alone
manages to heal.
—— Quelques-uns des cent regrets, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.153, 9782253070641, £7.50
After the death of his mother, the narrator, who never knew his father, returns to his small town in the North.
He holds in his hands an envelope that may contain the truth about his origins.
Colette, Sandrine. Il reste la poussière, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.346, 9782253086055, £9.50
In Argentina, Rafael grew up in a climate of hatred. He only finds affection in the presence of his horse and his
dog, until a terrible day upset his life.
Colize, Paul. Concerto pour quatre mains, 2017, Pocket, pp.477, 9782266275231, £9.50
Jean Villemont, a criminal lawyer, must defend Akim, arrested after the robbery of a post office. In reality, he
was taking refuge in this place to escape the threat of pursuers who had just attacked a convoy.
Delzongle, Sonia. Quand la neige danse, 2017, Gallimard, pp.487, 9782072708237, £8.99
February 2014, Crystal Lake, near Chicago. Four little girls disappeared within a month and their families
received a doll dressed as them at the time of her disappearance. Profiler Hanah Baxter is called up by the
father of the victim.
Dicker, Joël. Le livre des Baltimore, 2017, Fallois, pp.600, 9782877069731, £10.99
BESTSELLER. Marcus Goldman tells the story of his family, the Goldmans from Baltimore.
Divry, Sophie. Quand le diable sortit de la salle de bain, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.291, 9782290129463, £8.50
Humorous account of the life of Sophie, an unemployed thirtysomething.
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Djian, Philippe. Dispersez-vous, ralliez-vous !, 2017, Gallimard, pp.197, 9782072714030, £6.99
The portrait of a woman from her introverted adolescence, raised by her father alone, until her marriage and
first child, followed by the sudden reappearance of her mother and brother.
Ducret, Diane. L'homme idéal existe: il est québécois, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.158, 9782290130667, £11.50
A young woman leaves Paris to join her new companion, who lives in Canada. Overcoming her fear of
engagement and her phobia of planes, she makes the trip but soon finds herself confronted with a series of
challenges.
Dupuy, Marie-Bernardette. Un festival meurtrier, 2017, pp.309, 9782377350261, £9.50
Maud Delage wants to shed a light on a series of suicides committed by young women. A coincidence puts her
ex-boyfriend on the way of the investigation.
Egloff, Joël. J’enquête, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.234, 9782070794058, £7.99
One winter night in a sleepy village , the narrator, a private detective, leads a strange investigation. Around
him, everything appears opaque and mysterious.
Expert, Jacques. Hortense, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.345, 9782253086680, £9.50
1993. Sophie raises her 3-year-old daughter, Hortense alone. One day, Sylvain, her violent ex-husband burst
into her house and kidnapped the girl. 23 years later, after years of vain research, Sophie has not recovered
from her disappearance.
Fargues, Nicolas. Au pays du p'tit, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.212, 9782072714382, £6.99
A professor of sociology goes abroad to present his polemic essay on France and the French. He meets a
Slovak student and began to play with her feelings.
Ferey, Caryl. Plutôt crever, 2017, Folio Policier, pp.250, 9782072706554, £8.50
A lady offers her boyfriend a gun which, by a strange combination of circumstances, serves the same evening to
kill their neighbour, the deputy Longemoux. They are now are on the run and the Inspector McCash is in
charge of the investigation.
Fives, Carole. C’est dimanche et je n’y suis pour rien, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.145, 9782072704109,
£6.50
For forty-year-old Léonore, life has not turned out as she had planned. One day she decides to go to Portugal,
the homeland of her first love who died in a car accident at 19.
Giordano, Raphaëlle. Ta deuxième vie commence quand tu comprends que tu n’en as qu’une, 2017,
Pocket, pp.253, 9782266270021, £8.50
Camille cannot find happiness in her well-regulated existence. Claude, a "routinologist", will help her to reinvent
her life.
Grand, Emmanuel. Les salauds devront payer, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.469, 9782253086079, £9.99
When Pauline Leroy, a young drug addict, is murdered, the inhabitants of Wollaing, a small northern town
demoralised by unemployment, decide to take revenge. However, police commander Erik Buchmeyer
distinguished other resentments.
Grangé, Jean-Christophe. Lontano, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.952, 9782253092469, £11.50
BESTSELLER. Erwan Morvan investigates an initiation ritual gone wrong at a Naval College in Brittany.
Grimaldi, Virginie. Tu comprendras quand tu seras grande, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.477,
9782253069843, £9.50
A young woman grieving the loss of her father and her fiancé starts a new life when she accepts a job as a
therapist in a care home in Biarritz.
Haddad, Hubert. Ma, 2017, Zulma, pp.200, 9782843047930, £10.50
In memory of the woman he loves, a man follows the footsteps of haiku poets. A poetic narration through
Japan.
Houel, Fred. Quand les oiseaux s'étaient tus, 2017, Edition du Masque, pp.300, 9782702448540, £9.99
Prix du Masque 2017. In Port Scott, Antarctica, Thorn and Jim are lighthouse keepers. Jim makes a phone
call about the accidental death of Thorn before being in turn found dead. Police captain Brad Morney and Dr.
Mary Seurley are going to investigate this mysterious death with only Jim's diary as a clue.
Jacq, Christian. J’ai construit la grande pyramide, 2017, Pocket, pp.400, 9782266269353, £9.99
A young Egyptian stonemason describes the story of the construction of the pyramid of Cheops and his rise
through the ranks.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Joncour, Serge. Repose-toi sur moi, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.503, 9782290138113, £9.50
Prix Interallié 2016. Aurore is a stylist and a mother. Ludovic is a bailiff who used to be a farmer. They share a
courtyard in their Parisian building. A problem with birds in the shared space leads to a confrontation, but they
eventually come to understand each other.
Josse, Gaëlle. L’ombre de nos nuits, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.189, 9782290138908, £6.50
A painting in a museum reminds a woman of a previous love affair.
Laferrière, Dany. L'art presque perdu de ne rien faire, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.467, 9782253194491,
£9.50
The author evokes his youthful love affairs, Obama and the writers Salinger and Borges. He presents the art of
doing nothing as a way of life that encourages reflection.
Laurain, Antoine. Rhapsodie française, 2017, J'ai Lu, 9782290138403, £11.99
Alain was playing with friends in an amateur rock band. 33 years later he receives the long awaited letter from
a record company. Foolish, he goes to meet his old friends.
Lemaire, Philippe. Le crépuscule des chimères, 2017, City, pp.355, 9782824609218, £9.99
Two brothers are unaware that their rivalry is part of the dark secrets that bind their two families. When war
broke out, in 1914, one becomes a hunting pilot while the other is enlisted in the infantry.
Lemaitre, Pierre. Trois jours et une vie, 2017, Livre de Poche, 9782253070825, £9.99
BESTSELLER. A 12-year-old boy kills a classmate by accident. Panicked, he hides the truth...but an
unforeseen event occurs and changes everything again.
Leroy, Jérôme. Comme un fauteuil Voltaire dans une bibliothèque en ruine, 2017, La Table Ronde,
pp.231, 9782710378945, £9.99
A collection of quirky short stories.
—— Jugan, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.215, 9782070793358, £7.50
In a College of the province comes back Joël Jugan, a former leader of a left-wing group who has just served a
sentence of eighteen years in prison. His former accomplice Clotilde recruits him in a team to help students
with homework.
Lesbre, Michèle. Chemins, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.155, 9782070467860, £6.50
The narrator embarks for a slow journey in search of the father figure. Paced by encounters and stages, her
stroll leads her to the past of her father, a carefree young man who dreamed of bohemian life.
Lestrange, Julie de. Hier encore, c'était l'été, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.377, 9782253069867, £9.99
Alexander, Marco, Sophie and their friends have known each other since childhood. But in just a decade, this
golden youth must learn to fight to exist. Through the dramas of existence, however, their friendship remains
with its laughter and joy. First novel.
Levy, Marc. L’horizon à l’envers, 2017, Pocket, pp.410, 9782266271882, £9.50
BESTSELLER. Three friends studying neuroscience are working on a project on the conscience when one of
them has a near death experience.
Lizion, Dorothée. Sous surveillance, 2017, Pocket, pp.478, 9782266265577, £9.50
A young woman suffers from terrible headaches that only injections of heroin can calm down. Others endure
the same pain as her, and some even end their lives. Captain Boileau is in charge of the investigation of this
series of suicides.
Loevenbruck, Henri. Nous rêvions juste de liberté, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.491, 9782290119075, £10.50
Hugo and his friends flee cross the country by motorcycle. Over the years, their ideals of fraternity and freedom
lose their strength. An adventure story about friendship.
Maeght, Sarah. C’est où le nord?, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.282, 9782253070863, £8.99
The vicissitudes of the love life and friendships of Lea, a 24-year-old teacher newly arrived in Paris.
Manotti, Dominique. Or noir, 2017, Folio Policier, pp.383, 9782072702167, £8.50
Marseille 1973. A young Inspector investigates the assassination of a former drug caid and his associate.
Grand Prix of the French novel 2016 (Festival of Beaune).
Manoukian, Pascal. Les échoués, 2017, Points, pp.284, 9782757861929, £8.50
Three migrants share the harshness of everyday life, between slum landlords, slavers, dramas and little
happiness. Prix Première 2016
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Margerit, Robert. Le château des Bois-Noirs, 2017, Libretto, pp.259, 9782369143444, £10.99
In the old car that takes her away from Paris, Helene cannot help but worry. She knows so little about the man
she has just married.
Marienské, Héléna. Les ennemis de la vie ordinaire, 2017, Flammarion, pp.373, 9782072705021, £8.50
Seven addicts meet up in for group therapy sessions but the therapy doesn't work. They end up organising
poker tournaments to gain money in order to feed their addiction.
Martinez, Carole. La terre qui penche, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.427, 9782072714535, £8.99
Blanche died in 1361 at the age of 12 but her soul continued to age. A story set in a medieval and esoteric
age.
Mathieu-Daudé, Agnès. Un marin chilien, 2017, 2016, pp.503, 9782290138113, £9.50
Sent to Iceland to study a volcanic eruption, a Chilean geologist finds himself embroiled in a series of events.
—— Un marin chilien, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.320, 9782072710421, £8.50
Sent to Iceland to study a volcanic eruption, a Chilean geologist finds himself embroiled in a series of events.
Menegaux, Mathieu. Je me suis tue, 2017, Points, pp.142, 9782757860090, £7.50
Claire, the narrator, resumes the chain of events which led her to prison.
Mourlevat, Jean-Claude. Mes amis devenus, 2017, Pocket, pp.221, 9782266276504, £7.99
Five high school friends organize their reunion at Ouessant after more than forty years of separation. This
meeting frees their memories, their dreams and disillusionments.
Musso, Guillaume. La fille de Brooklyn, 2017, Pocket, pp.570, 9782266275149, £9.99
BESTSELLER. Three weeks before getting married, Anna reveals her secret to Raphael, her future husband.
The story of an investigation about a cold case between France and the United States.
Nathan, Tobie. Ce pays qui te ressemble, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.576, 9782253068877, £9.99
The incredible destiny of Zohar, born in the Jewish ghetto of Cairo.
Norek, Olivier. Surtensions, 2017, Pocket, pp.472, 9782266270809, £9.50
Life in prison, violence and revenge are at the heart of this crime fiction novel. Prize Le Point du Polar Européen
2016
Ormesson, Jean de. Un amour pour rien, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.216, 9782072722523, £7.50
Philippe met Beatrice in Italy. He first has fun with her, but little by little, this love is transformed into obsession.
Beatrice ends up turning away from him. Philippe then discovers, too late, the passion he feels.
Paje, Antoine. Et elle me parla d'un érable, du sourire de l'eau et de l'éternité, 2017, Pocket, pp.299,
9782266275194, £8.50
Alexander Kraunos has everything to be happy. The day his neighbour, a delightful old lady, dies alone in the
hospital, he began to take the measure of the emotional desert that is actually his life. He then contacts a
childhood friend.
Peretti, Camille de. Blonde à forte poitrine, 2017, Pocket, pp.182, 9782266269339, £7.50
At 17, Vickie gets pregnant with her boyfriend. Rejected by her family, she finds refuge in a strip club. A story
inspired by the life of Anna Nicole Smith.
Pevel, Pierre. Le Paris des merveilles: Les enchantements d'Ambremer, 2017, Gallimard, pp.416,
9782070793259, £8.99
In 1900, in Paris, where sirens swim in the Seine and the cats speak, the magician Louis Denizart Hippolyte
Griffont investigates a series of murders. He is forced to associate with his former mistress Isabel of Saint-Gil, a
fallen fairy.
Poulain, Catherine. Le grand marin, 2017, Edition de l'Olivier, pp.384, 9782757864470, £9.50
A young Frenchwoman embarks on a fishing trip to Alaska. On board she will meet a group of unique
characters and will even fall in love.
Prudon, Hervé. La langue chienne, 2017, La Table Ronde, pp.389, 9782710381624, £9.99
Martin lives with Gina on the beaches of Nord-Pas-de-Calais. Between them, it is not the crazy passion: Gina
cheats on him regularly. The traumas of this ordinary couple arise as a certain Franck interferes in their lives.
Robert, Loulou. Bianca, 2017, Pocket, pp.312, 9782266272513, £8.50
Bianca enters a psychiatric unit for teenagers after a suicide attempt and chronic anorexia. She observes those
around her and starts loving life again.
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Robin, Nicolas. Roland est mort, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.213, 9782253070078, £8.50
A man finds himself having to look after the dog of his neighbour who recently passed way. A dark humour
story.
Sansal, Boualem. 2084: La fin du monde, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.330, 9782072713989, £8.50
BESTSELLER. Winner of the 2015 Grand prix du Roman de l'Académie française. In 2084 in Abistan, the
people are subject to a single God and live in faith under a system which controls ideas.
Saussey, Jacques. la pieuvre, 2017, Toucan Noir, pp.552, 9782810007462, £10.99
While Lisa Heslin, a judicial police officer in Paris, is at the bedside of her dying mother, her colleagues are
investigating the murder of a courier; the weapon used is identical to the one that killed Judge Heslin, Lisa's
father, in 1992.
Schmitt, Eric-Emmanuel. La nuit de feu, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.186, 9782253070689, £7.99
The writer evokes his discovery of the faith in particular circumstances. While he was staying with the Tuaregs,
he lost himself in the Hoggar for more than thirty hours, without food or means of communication.
Seksik, Laurent. L'exercice de la médecine, 2017, J'ai Lu, pp.347, 9782290129340, £9.99
The story of the Kotev family, whose members are generations of doctors. They are also Jewish and have
suffered struggles and persecutions.
Sollers, Philippe. L'école du mystère, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.161, 9782072710377, £6.99
The author expresses his disdain for the school institution and recommends what he calls "the school of
mystery" based on nature and instinct where sleep itself provides an apprenticeship.
Sorente, Isabelle. La faille, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.467, 9782070469710, £8.99
Lucie Scalbert and Mina Liéger bump into each other after twenty years of separation. Lucie, who was then
promised a brilliant future as an actress, is now no more than the shadow of herself and Mina understands
that it is because of her husband.
Tal Men, Sophie. Les yeux couleur de pluie, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.252, 9782253071174, £8.99
Marie-Lou leaves Grenoble, her hometown, for Brest, where she has to complete her four years of internship.
The young woman discovers the joy of flat-sharing and the underside of the hospital world.
Tenenbaum, Gérald. L'ordre des jours, 2017, Edition de l'Aube, pp.294, 9782815921220, £11.50
In the aftermath of the Liberation in 1946, Solange is waiting for the return of her father, Isy, deported.
Thériault, Denis. Le facteur émotif, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.164, 9782253066187, £8.50
A postman comes across an envelope which will lead him to know Segolene, by epistolary way. Literary Award
Canada Japan 2006.
Thiery, Danielle. La guerre des nains, 2017, J'ai Lu, 9782290147252, £7.99
In a city on the outskirts of Paris, in the 1990s, some friends were caught in a conflict that went beyond them.
Divisional Inspector Le Guénec tries to understand the reasons for the disappearance of one of them, wounded
during a game of paintball.
Tiab, Ahmed. Le français de Roseville, 2017, L'Aube Noire, pp.301, 9782815920995, £10.99
Oran, Algeria. Commissaire Fadil leads a murder investigation that began before the independence of Algeria,
at the time carried out by French policemen.
Tillinac, Denis. Retiens ma nuit, 2017, Pocket, pp.183, 9782266268219, £7.50
A love story between a man and a woman in their sixties.
Waberi, Abdourahman A. Aux Etats-Unis d'Afrique, 2017, Zulma, pp.175, 9782843047954, £10.50
The Federation of the United States of Africa prospered with its business centres and megalopolises, indifferent
to the fate of the millions of refugees of Euramerica at its borders. Maya, born in a slum of Rouen sets off in
search of her origins.
Werber, Bernard. Le sixième sommeil, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.470, 9782253069690, £9.99
BESTSELLER. A man meets his older self through a time travel machine which uses dreams.
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Translations into French
Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi. L'autre moitié du soleil, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.663, 9782072722479,
£10.99
Translation of "Half of a yellow sun".
Asher, Jay. 13 reasons why, 2017, Albin Michel Jeunesse, pp.285, 9782226399311, £10.99
Translated from English.
Atwood, Margaret. La servante écarlate, 2017, Robert Laffont, pp.521, 9782221203323, £12.99
Translation of "The Handmaid's tale".
Barreau, Nicolas. Un soir à Paris, 2017, Ed. Héloïse d'Ormesson, pp.313, 9782350873954, £19.50
Translated from German. English title: "One Evening in Paris".
Batalha, Martha. Les mille talents d'Euridice Gusmao, 2017, Denoel, pp.251, 9782207134207, £19.50
Translated from Portuguese.
Beauman, Ned. Glow, 2017, J. Losfeld Editions, pp.320, 9782072587559, £21.50
Translation from English.
Burton, Jessie. Miniaturiste, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.512, 9782072714283, £8.99
Translation of "The miniaturist".
Carlan, Audrey. Calendar girl Janvier, 2017, Hugo Roman, pp.153, 9782755629095, £11.99
Translation from English.
Colgan, Jenny. Une saison à la petite boulangerie, 2017, Pocket, pp.504, 9782266273145, £9.99
Translation of "Little Beach Street Bakery".
Conroy, Frank. Corps et âme: l'enfant prodige, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.685, 9782072722370, £10.50
Translation of "Body and soul".
Cornwell, Patricia. Une enquête de Kay Scarpetta: Inhumaine, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.636,
9782253086567, £10.99
Translation of "Depraved Heart".
Durrant, Sabine. Ce que tu veux, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.502, 9782253092483, £9.99
Translation of "Remember me this way".
—— Dis-moi que tu mens, 2017, Préludes, pp.409, 9782253107897, £17.50
Translation of "Lie with me".
Eggers, Dave. Le cercle, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.576, 9782072733437, £8.99
Translation of "The circle".
Elsberg, Marc. Zero: ils savent ce que vous faites, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.504, 9782253086659, £9.99
A fast paced thriller which prompts the reader to consider how much they should reveal about themselves
online and question how secure their personal data really is. Translated from German.
Ferrante, Elena. Celle qui fuit et celle qui reste, 2017, Gallimard, pp.622, 9782070178407, £20.99
Translated from Italian.
—— Le nouveau nom, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.622, 9782072693144, £9.99
English title: "Story of a new name". Translated from Italian.
Fowler, Karen Joy. Nos années sauvages, 2017, 10/18, pp.357, 9782264069429, £9.99
Translation of "We are all completely beside ourselves".
Franzen, Jonathan. Purity, 2017, Points, pp.840, 9782757866504, £11.99
Translated from English.
Grisham, John. L'informateur, 2017, JC Lattès, pp.429, 9782709650700, £23.50
Translation of "The whistler".
—— L'insoumis, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.544, 9782253086512, £10.50
Translation of "Rogue Lawyer"
Gyasi, Yaa. No home, 2017, Calmann-Lévy, pp.410, 9782702159637, £22.50
Translation of "Homegoing".
Hawkins, Paula. Au fond de l'eau, 2017, Sonatine, pp.407, 9782355843143, £22.99
Translation of "Into the water".
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Higgins Clark, Mary. La boîte à musique, 2017, Le livre de Poche, pp.375, 9782253085980, £9.50
Translation of "The melody lingers on".
Hislop, Victoria. Une nuit en Crète, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.241, 9782253069386, £10.99
Translation of "The last dance".
Indridason, Arnaldur. Le lagon noir, 2017, Points, pp.378, 9782757862728, £9.50
English title: "Into Oblivion". Translation from Icelandic.
King, Stephen. Fin de ronde, 2017, Albin Michel, pp.423, 9782226328717, £23.99
Translation of "End of watch".
Läckberg, Camilla. La Faiseuse d’anges, 2017, Babel Noir, pp.541, 9782330075330, £10.99
Translation from Swedish. English title: "Buried Angels".
Lagercrantz, David. Millénium Tome 4 : Ce qui ne me tue pas, 2017, Babel Noir, pp.537, Books – Board,
9782330076788, £10.99
Translated from Swedish. English title: "The Girl in the Spider's Web ".
McEwan, Ian. Dans une coque de noix, 2017, Gallimard, pp.211, 9782072696800, £18.50
Translation of "Nutshell".
Murakami, Haruki. Ecoute le chant du vent suivi de Flipper, 1973, 2017, 10/18, pp.307, 9782264070036,
£9.50
Translated from Japanese. English title: “Pinball”.
—— Les hommes sans femmes, 2017, Belfond, pp.293, 9782714460684, £20.99
English title: "Men without women". Translation from Japanese.
Nesbo, Joe. Les cafards, 2017, Folio Policier, pp.454, 9782072708084, £6.50
English title: "Cockroaches". Translation from Norwegian
Perez-Reverte, Arturo. Deux hommes de bien, 2017, Seuil, pp.501, 9782021288049, £22.50
On the eve of the French Revolution, two Spanish scholars travel to Paris to work on Diderot's encyclopaedia
and have many adventures. An entertaining and stimulating new novel from a master of the genre. Translated
from Spanish.
Pessl, Marisha. Intérieur nuit, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.849, 9782072723650, £10.99
Translation of "Night Film: A Novel".
Pessoa, Fernando. Le banquier anarchiste, 2017, Christian Bourgois, pp.105, 9782267030181, £5.99
English title: "Anarchist Banker". Translation from Portuguese.
Rendell, Ruth. Celle qui savait tout, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.405, 9782253086574, £8.99
Translation of "The girl next door".
Roberts, Gregory David. L'ombre de la montagne, 2017, Flammarion, pp.918, 9782081399389, £25.99
Translation of "The Mountain Shadow".
Rothschild, Hannah. Improbabilité de l'amour, 2017, 10/18, pp.624, 9782264070432, £11.50
Translation of "The Improbability of Love".
Searle, Nicholas. Le menteur, 2017, Livre de Poche, pp.410, 9782253086543, £9.99
Translation of "The good liar".
Somoza, José Carlos. Daphné disparue, 2017, Babel, pp.224, 9782330078836, £8.50
Translated from Spanish.
Sukegawa, Durian. Les délices de Tokyo, 2017, Livre de Poche,
pp.220, 9782253070870, £8.50
Translated from Japanese. English title: "Sweet bean".
Svevo, Italo. Le destin des souvenirs, 2017, Rivages, pp.251, 9782743640040, £10.99
Translated from Italian.
Vargas Llosa, Mario. Aux cinq rues, Lima, 2017, Gallimard, pp.293, 9782072706295, £20.50
Translated from Spanish. English title: "Five Corners"
—— Le héros discret, 2017, Folio Gallimard, pp.496, 9782070458561, £8.99
Translated from Spanish. English title: "The Time of the Hero"
Wodehouse, Pelham Grenville. La jeune fille en bleu, 2017, Belles Lettres, pp.210, 9782251446998,
£11.99
Translation of "The girl in blue".
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German
New Fiction
Bánk, Zsuzsa. Schlafen werden wir später, 2017, Fischer, pp.688, hardback, 9783100052247, £26.50
Celebrated writer Zsuzsa Bánk’s new novel is an ode to the strength and power of female friendship. We’ll
Sleep Later starts with a bang: in the first sentence of an email to her friend Johanna, Márta reports what
happened over breakfast that morning...
Bielefeld, Claus-Urlich & Petra Hartlieb. Im großen Stil: Ein Fall für Berlin und Wien, 2017, Diogenes,
pp.416, 9783257243857, £14.99
Complicated case in the art world makes Anna Habel from Vienna and Thomas Bernhardt from Berlin to join
forces. Will they succeed and stop the forger?
Bjerg, Bov. Auerhaus, 2017, Aufbau Taschenbuch, pp.240, 9783746632384, £13.50
At the end of the 80s, six friends and a promise: Their lives should not be filed in folders with the inscription
Birth - School - Work - Death. That is why they go to the Auerhaus together.
Bomann, Corina. Sturmherz, 2017, Ullstein, pp.524, 9783548288390, £12.50
With her mother suddenly becoming dependent, Alexa is forced to change her attitude. When she finds an old
letter, the whole new side to her estranged mother emerges. Could this help to break the ice between the two
women?
Delius, Freidrich Christian. Die Liebesgeschichtenerzählerin, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.208, 9783499271847,
£13.99
Inspired by the author’s own family history, this novel takes the reader on a journey through different epochs
and cruel wars…
Erpenbeck, Jenny. Gehen, ging, gegangen, 2017, Albrecht Knaus Verlag, pp.353, 9783328101185, £12.99
BESTSELLER. In her inimitable way, Jenny Erpenbeck narrates a story of looking and seeing, of death and
war, of eternal waiting, and of all that is hidden beneath the surface.
Falk, Rita. Leberkäsjunkie: Ein Provinzkrimi, 2017, dtv, pp.317, 9783423216623, £13.50
Eberhofer is having hard times, his health is not great and he would rather do anything but be on yet another
criminal case.
Finnik, Niah. Fuchsteufelsstill, 2017, Ullstein, pp.304, 9783961010035, £16.99
July struggles through her life as with the condition she has and every day is challenging. Her meeting with two
very warm and friendly people will be a breakthrough...
Fitzek, Sebastian. AchtNacht, 2017, Knaur, pp.416, 9783426521083, £14.50
BESTSELLER. Thriller. Each year a name is chosen in a cruel psychological experiment...
Föhr, Andreas. Schwarzwasser, 2017, Knaur, pp.400, 9783426654217, £16.50
Crime.
Franke, Christiane & Cornelia Kuhnert. Mörderjagd mit Inselblick, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.288,
9783499290619, £14.50
Preparations to a big summer literary festival are in a full swing when one of the guest writers dies. The local
police are less than keen on exploring the posibility that it could had been a murder...
Gablé, Rebecca. Die fremde Königin, 2017, Bastei Lübbe, pp.768, hardback, 9783431039771, £28.99
Rebecca Gablé, best-selling author and creator of the popular Waringham- Saga, has now created another
masterpiece with its Historienepos "Otto the Great".
Goga, Sabine. Tod in Blau, 2017, dtv, pp.480, 9783423253802, £15.99
Berlin, 1922. A controversial painter is found dead in his atelier. At first, all the links lead to a mysterious
organisation called Asgard.
Hammesfahr, Petra. Der gläserne Himmel, 2017, pp.448, 9783453359208, £13.99
Christian returns to an idyllic village of his childhood only to discover that behind the happy facade there is a
much darker reality.
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Heidenreich, Gert. Der Fall: Kriminalroman, 2017, dtv, pp.320, 9783423145633, £14.50
When a body is found, retired policeman Alexander Swoboda, who was planning to spend some lovely time
painting in Normandy, cannot stand back...
Heldt, Dora. Ausgeliebt, 2017, dtv, pp.224, 9783423216654, £12.99
BESTSELLER. When a boyfriend of ten years breaks up with her over the phone, the protagonist is truly
shocked. Yet soon she is to discover that being single in your forties is not that bad after all.
—— Wir sind die Guten, 2017, dtv, pp.512, 9783423261494, £17.99
Crime. Two complicated cases seem to be somehow connected but can the Westerland police cope with the
quick pace and pressure?
Herrndorf, Wolfgang. Bilder deiner großen Liebe, 2017, 9783499269097, £13.50
A girl is standing in the yard of an asylum. The door opens, the girl scouts out and begins her journey, through
forests, fields, villages, and along the highway...
—— Die Rosenbaum-Doktrin: Und andere Texte, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.64, hardback, 9783499291296,
£10.50
Short forms collected in this volume are less known yet they all bear witness to the linguistic accuracy, literary
power, and the humour of the author.
Herzog, Katharina. Immer wieder im Sommer, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.384, 9783499291111, £14.50
Chic lit. Anna decides to find a man with whom she had a romantic summer love years ago. Suddenly though,
all her immediate family is in the car with her too...
Herzog, Rudolph. Truggestalten, 2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.280, hardback, 9783869711485,
£21.99
Ghosts haunt a set of Berliners in this highly enjoyable and genuinely frightening short story collection.
Hülsmann, Petra. Das Leben fällt, wohin es will, 2017, Bastei Lübbe, pp.512, 9783404175222, £15.50
Party, fun and freedom - that is the most important thing for Marie, and she loves her carefree existence, but
this changes when her sister Christine falls seriously ill and asks her to look after her children.
Kaminer, Wladimir. Goodbye, Moskau: Betrachtungen über Russland, 2017, Goldmann, pp.224,
9783442159161, £14.50
Inspired by the anniversary of the October Revolution, the popular writer looks at the country of his origin.
Kästner, Erich. Der Gang vor die Hunde, 2017, Atrium, pp.320, 9783038820017, £12.99
BESTSELLER. Reconstructed, full and uncensored version of what most readers know as Kästner's
masterpiece "Fabian".
Kaufmann, Kat. Die Nacht ist laut, der Tag ist finster, 2017, Tempo, hardback, 9783455001051, £22.99
Ernst left his grandson Jonas 5,000 euros and a note that says: Find this man with a name which means
nothing to Jonas: Valerij Butzukin.
Klüpfel, Volker & Michael Kobr. Herzblut, 2017, Eder & Bach, pp.400, 9783945386460, £7.99
Crime. Kluftinger gets tipped and hopes to catch a criminal in the act. When the plan fails, his confidence is
undermined. To improve his wellbeing he is advised to enrol into a positive thinking course and...yoga.
Koch, Sven. Dünenfluch, 2017, Knaur, pp.320, 9783426520192, £13.50
Crime set in the scenery of East Frisia just after the fall of the Iron Curtain.
Kodiak, Frank. Nummer 25, 2017, Knaur, pp.384, 9783426520093, £13.50
Thriller. Two psychopaths in a life-or-death struggle.
Koelle, Patricia. Wenn die Wellen leuchten, 2017, Fischer, pp.544, 9783596297610, £13.50
Chic lit. Rhea leads a quiet life in a small seaside town until an unexpected letter turns everything upside down.
Lappert, Rolf. Über den Winter, 2017, dtv, pp.383, 9783423145480, £13.50
At fifty Lennard Salm is an internationally recognized artist. During a harsh winter his older sister passes away
and he is forced to go back to Hamburg and face his estranged family.
Löffler, Rainer. Der Näher, 2017, Bastei Lübbe, pp.464, 9783404174546, £14.50
Crime. When bodies of two women are found, Martin Abel is forced to start an investigation...
Lunde, Maja. Die Geschichte der Bienen, 2017, BTB, hardback, 9783442756841, £21.50
How everything is connected with everything: Maja Lunde tells of loss and hope, the coexistence of the
generations and the invisible bond between the history of men and the history of the bees.
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Menasse, Eva. Tiere für Fortgeschrittene, 2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.320, hardback,
9783462047912, £22.50
Friedrich Hölderlin Preis 2017. A collection of eight texts dealing with the most private parts of our lives: family
entanglements, dependencies between generations and within partnerships.
Mewe, Susanna. Als Clara Dorn ein bisschen heilig wurde, 2017, dtv, pp.289, 9783423261258, £16.50
Clara Dorn, now in her late sixties, has been an egoist all her life. But as years pass, she begins to slightly worry
about the afterlife. Is it too late for Dora to become a saint?
Meyer, Kai. Die Krone der Sterne, 2017, Fischer, pp.461, 9783596035854, £16.99
Dramatic space-fantasy by the leading voice of the genre.
Mommsen, Janne. Seeluft macht glücklich, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.272, 9783499290183, £18.50
Chic lit. Jasmin learns that the sea air can indeed bring a lot of happiness.
Pauly, Gisa. Vogelkoje: Ein Sylt-Krimi, 2017, Piper, pp.496, 9783492308762, £14.50
Mamma Carlotta for some time now has thought that her father-in-law drives way too slow. But her own
driving results in an accident...
Prange, Peter. Die Rose der welt, 2017, Fischer, pp.512, 9783596032136, £12.50
Historical romance. Robert and Paul, both students at Sorbonne, fight against each other for the charms of the
same lady.
Rademacher, Cay. Gefährliche Côte Bleue: Ein Provence-Krimi mit Capitaine Roger Blanc, 2017,
DuMont, pp.320, 9783832198282, £18.99
Crime. When a body of an unknown diver is found with a harpoon in his socket, everyone but Blanc thinks it
was just a tragic incident.
Schneider, Peter. Club der Unentwegten, 2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.288, hardback,
9783462050189, £21.50
Roland likes to have control over his emotional life but meeting Leya challenges his views and as a result, he
throws himself into this passionate yet complicated relationship.
Strobel, Arno. Im Kopf des Mörders - Tiefe Narbe, 2017, Fischer, pp.368, 9783596296163, £13.50
Max Bischoff is new at the criminal investigation department. He is young and full of fresh ideas but his
partner Böhmer prefers to stick to the old ones. Their first case together will prove difficult on so many levels.
Strunk, Heinz. Der goldene Handschuh, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.256, 9783499271274, £13.50
Heinz Strunk tells a story set in the seventies of the Hamburg ripper Fritz Honka and in the process finds
illuminating language for this person, who lives close to speechlessness. As if incidentally, however, Heinz
Strunk also paints a picture of a society that has little to do with the bright self-portrayals of the old Federal
Republic of Germany.
Svensson, Angelika. Wassersarg, 2017, Knaur, pp.384, 9783426518991, £12.99
Crime. One cold February day a dead man is found in a canal. When he is recognised as a person involved in
an awful crime in the past, some suggest suicide. Was his death really repentance-driven?
Timm, Uwe. Der Mann auf dem Hochrad: Legende, 2017, dtv, pp.224, 9783423145893, £13.50
BESTSELLER. A vet called Franz Schröter stirs up excitement and controversy riding on a high wheel through
town.
Tsokos, Michael & Andreas Gößling. Zerbrochen, 2017, Knaur, pp.432, 9783426519707, £16.50
Months after a brutal attack in which he almost died, Dr Abel is back at work. Straight away he gets assigned
into a "Darkroom Killer" case. A psychopath behind these crimes manages to keep both police and public on
their toes.
Various. Urlaubslesebuch 2017: Geschichten für die Ferien, 2017, dtv, pp.280, 9783423216784, £13.50
BESTSELLER. Summer anthology of short stories.
Walser, Martin. Statt etwas oder / Der letzte Rank, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.176, hardback, 9783498073923,
£17.50
The reader is offered something resembling the recollection of specific experiences, albeit in an anonymous and
anecdotal form.
Weigand, Sabine. Ich, Eleonore, Königin zweier Reiche, 2017, Fischer, pp.592, 9783596031849, £15.99
Historical fiction. Eleanor of Aquitaine was one of the most powerful women in the Middle Ages. This novel
gives its reader a glimpse into her venturesome life.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Wolf, Klaus-Peter. Totenstille im Watt, 2017, Fischer, pp.416, 9783596297641, £12.99
Who is this Dr. Sommerfeldt really? A popular doctor is hiding a dark secret...
Zaimoglu, Feridun. Evangelio: Ein Luther-Roman, 2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch, pp.325, hardback,
9783462050103, £23.50
Breathtaking historical novel based around life of Martin Luther.

Reprints
Ahrens, Renate. Das gerettete Kind, 2017, Droemer/Knaur, pp.352, 9783426305836, £10.99
Irma was rescued from Nazi Germany and evacuated to Britain with other rescued children. 75 years later,
when her grand-daughter falls in love with a German student, she is forced to face the past which she has
always refused to talk about.
Ditfurth, Christian von. Zwei Sekunden, 2017, Penguin Verlag München, pp.480, 9783328101598,
£10.00
A terror attack against the German Chancellor and the Russian President during a state visit to Berlin misses its
target by two seconds. A political thriller.
Falk, Rita. Weißwurstconnection: Ein Provinzkrimi (Franz Eberhofer), 2017, DTV, pp.304,
9783423217026, £10.95
BESTSELLER. A luxury spa hotel opens in the village of Niederkaltenkirchen, and the villagers are beside
themselves with excitement. But when a body is discovered in one of the marble bathtubs, it prompts a tricky
investigation.
Glaser, Brigitte. Bühlerhöhe, 2017, Ullstein TB, pp.448, 9783548289823, £11.00
Summer, 1952. Chancellor Adenauer travels to the Black Forest where several death threats await him. Among
those tasked with protecting him is Rosa, a German Jew who fled the country in the 1930s and who now
works for the Israeli secret service.
Goldammer, Frank. Der Angstmann, 2017, DTV, pp.336, 9783423216968, £10.95
Dresden, 1945. Amidst the rubble left following an Allied bombing raid on the city, Inspector Heller is on the
hunt for a brutal killer.
Landorff, Max. Die Siedlung der Toten, 2017, Fischer, pp.320, 9783596197750, £9.99
A gripping thriller by this bestselling author. The last surviving original inhabitant of a once idyllic estate is found
dead in her wheelchair, killed by a bullet to the head.
Link, Charlotte. Die Entscheidung, 2017, Blanvalet, pp.576, 9783734105227, £9.99
On a beach in the South of France Simon encounters Nathalie, a young woman with no money, papers or
home. He feels sorry for her and offers to help. Little does he suspect the dangerous consequences of this
decision.
Neuhaus, Nele. Im Wald, 2017, Ullstein TB, pp.560, 9783548289793, £12.00
BESTSELLER. Investigations into two murders lead Oliver von Bodenstein and Pia Sander to look into the
past, bringing them up against a wall of silence, fear and mistrust. What exactly happened in the woods in
August 1972?
—— Mordsfreunde, 2017, Eder & Bach, pp.368, 9783945386415, £8.50
When a human hand is found in a zoo, two criminal investigators are called for help. What could be a motive
for such a terrible act?
Pflüger, Andreas. Endgültig, 2017, Suhrkamp, pp.458, 9783518467701, £14.50
Thriller. Talented Jenny had a brilliant career in police special forces when she lost her sight in a terrible
accident. She thought it was the worst thing that could ever happen to her. She was wrong…
Speck, Daniel. Bella Germania, 2017, Fischer, pp.624, 9783596295975, £9.99
The story of one family across three generations and two countries. Fashion designer Julia is on the cusp of her
big break when a man claiming to be her grandfather appears and shows her a picture of Giulietta, her Italian
grandmother.
Thiesler, Sabine. Der Kindersammler, 2017, Eder & Bach, pp.448, 9783945386453, £7.99
During holiday in Tuscany Anna's son gets missing. Despite extensive police efforts he is never found. She
returns to Italy ten years later still hoping to solve the mystery of his disappearance.
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Translations into German
Atwood, Margaret. Der Report der Magd, 2017, Piper, pp.416, 9783492311168, £12.50
Translation of "The Handmaid's Tale".
Auster, Paul. 4 3 2 1, 2017, Rowohlt, pp.1264, hardback, 9783498000974, £31.99
Translation of "4 3 2 1".
Backman, Fredrik. Britt-Marie war hier, 2017, Fischer, pp.400, 9783596033317, £15.50
English title: "Britt-Marie was here". Translation from Swedish.
D'Andrea, Luca. Der Tod so kalt, 2017, DVA, pp.480, 9783421047595, £14.99
Translation from Italian. English title: “The Mountain”.
Didierlaurent, Jean-Paul. Die Sehnsucht des Vorlesers, 2017, dtv, pp.224, 9783423216760, £14.50
English title: "The reader on the 6.27". Translation from French.
Ferrante, Elena. Die Geschichte eines neuen Namens, 2017, Suhrkamp, pp.623, hardback,
9783518425749, £27.99
English title: “The Story of a New Name”. Translation from Spanish.
Follett, Ken. Das Fundament der Ewigkeit, 2017, Bastei Luber, pp.1168, hardback, 9783785726006,
£36.00
Translation of "A Column of Fire ".
Harari, Yuval Noah. Homo Deus: Eine Geschichte von Morgen, 2017, C.H.Beck, pp.576, hardback,
9783406704017, £26.99
Translation of "Homo Deus".
Hawkins, Paula. Into the Water, 2017, Blanvalet, pp.480, 9783764505233, £16.50
Translation of "Into the Water".
Leon, Donna. Stille Wasser, 2017, Diogenes, pp.352, hardback, 9783257069884, £24.00
Translation of "Earthly Remains ".
Moyes, Jojo. Im Schatten das Licht, 2017, Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag, pp.576, 9783499267352, £16.99
Translation of 'The Horse Dancer'.
Musso, Guillaume. Das Mädchen aus Brooklyn, 2017, Pendo, pp.496, 9783866124219, £16.99
Translation of "La Fille de Brooklyn ".
Pamuk, Orhan. Diese Fremdheit in mir, 2017, Fischer, pp.592, 9783596034031, £15.50
English title: "A strangeness in my mind". Translation from Turkish.
Riley, Lucinda. Die Sturmschwester, 2017, Goldmann Verlag, pp.608, 9783442486243, £12.99
Translation of 'The Shadow sister'.
Roy, Arundhati. Das Ministerium des äußersten Glücks, 2017, Fisher, pp.560, hardback, 9783100025340,
£24.00
Translation of "The Ministry of Utmost Happiness".
Ruiz Zafon, Carlos. Der Preis, den man zahlt, 2017, Insel Verlag, hardback, 9783458177197, £22.00
English title: “The Labyrinth of Spirits”. Translation from Spanish.
Smith, Ali. Ganz andere Geschichten, 2017, btb, pp.160, 9783442713561, £14.50
Translation of "Other stories and other stories".
Tolkien, J. R. R. Beren und Lúthien, 2017, Klett-Cotta, pp.304, hardback, 9783608961652, £22.00
Translation of "Beren and Lúthien".
Whitehead, Colson. Underground Railroad, 2017, Hanser, hardback, 9783446256552, £24.00
Translation of "The Underground Railroad ".
Winslow, Don. Corruption, 2017, Droemer/Knaur, hardback, 9783426281680, £22.99
Translation of "The Force".
Yanagihara, Hanya. Ein wenig Leben, 2017, Hanser Berlin, hardback, 9783446254718, £25.99
Translation of "A little life".
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Italian
New Fiction
Agus, Milena. Terre promesse, 2017, Nottetempo, pp.201, 9788874526628, £18.50
The 'promise lands' of the title are those of three generations of a Sardinian family on a long journey full of
illusions and delusions.
Avallone, Silvia. Da dove la vita é perfetta, 2017, Rizzoli, pp.376, hardback, 9788817093538, £23.99
In a suburban neighbourhood near the big city, a group of youngsters tell their story growing up in a modern
Italy and their relationship with mothers and fathers, more distant than ever.
Bardinelli e Maggio. Io lo so chi sei, 2017, Bompiani, pp.176, 9788845283611, £12.50
Luciano teaches at the University of Milan, at forty finds himself facing the fears and ghosts of a lifetime.
Monica works at the local market and at night she performs for fun. Two opposing worlds destined to clash
when fate brings them together.
Benni, Stefano. Prendiluna, 2017, Feltrinelli, pp.212, 9788807032400, £17.50
A ghost cat gives to Prendiluna, a retired old teacher, a mission on which depends humanity's destiny.
Bertoni, Federico. Morire il 25 aprile, 2017, pp.324, hardback, 9788893420211, £19.50
The protagonist investigates a Resistance episode that involved his family and a dead friend of him.
Bianchi, B. Matteo. Maria Accanto, 2017, pp.260, 9788860445049, £19.50
Betty, a simple and common young woman, divides her life between work, her boyfriend and going out. But one
day, Virgin Mary appears in her room looking for a friend to share her life on Earth with.
Brabaglia, Alessandro. La locanda dell'ultima solitudine, 2017, pp.163, 9788804673149, £17.50
Libero and Viola are looking for each other, but still don't know it. Eventually they will meet at the Inn of Last
Loneliness. There, in that all-wood inn enclosed by the sea, their life will change.
Callieri, Valerio. Teoria dell'incompletezza, 2017, Feltrinelli, pp.348, 9788807032325, £20.99
Two brothers investigate the death of his father, former Fiat worker, killed in 2004 in his bar during a robbery.
Camilleri, Andrea. La Targa, 2017, Rizzoli, pp.84, 9788817092531, £12.50
BESTSELLER. Vigata, 1940. On the evening of June the 11th, the day after the Italian entry into the war, a
few men meet in a bar to discover truths and look at the past.
Campani, Sandro. Il giro del miele, 2017, Einaudi, pp.242, hardback, 9788806228910, £20.50
Davide is a simple man with a simple job: he delivers honey into an Apennines village where he was born and
grew up.
Casati Modignani, Sveva. Un battito d'ali, 2017, Mondadori, pp.163, hardback, 9788891812988, £17.50
BESTSELLER. In a letter to her dad, the writer tells her own story growing up in Italy after the Second World
War, doing many jobs and finally becoming the famous writer she is today.
Catalano, Guido. D'amore si muore ma io no, 2017, Bur, pp.393, 9788817092791, £13.99
In his first novel, Guido Catalano writes about the falling in love between a poet and a charming arachnologist.
This simple story is exciting, moving and entertaining showing the ridiculous side of love.
Catozzella, Giuseppe. Il grande futuro, 2017, Feltrinelli, pp.261, 9788807888946, £14.50
Amal was born on an island where there's a war between Blacks and Regular Army, soldiers clutching in one
hand the gun and the holy book in the other. Amal is the last son of the fishermen servants and best friend of
Ahmed, son of the village's head.
Culicchia, Giuseppe. Essere Nanni Moretti, 2017, Mondadori, pp.264, 9788804641599, £18.50
Bruno gets mistaken for the director Nani Moretti. It's the beginning of an adventure that will take him and his
girlfriend around Italy.
De Giovanni, Maurizio. I guardiani, 2017, Rizzoli, pp.362, hardback, 9788817093514, £23.50
A German journalist gets sent to Naples to write an article on esoteric places. Marco, his assistant and his
niece, while helping the journalist, find a series of strange events happening in the city.
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Di Piazza, Giuseppe. Un uomo molto cattivo, 2017, Bompiani, pp.288, 9788845283536, £12.99
BESTSELLER. Sari De Luca is a successful manager at the helm of the most important Italian publishing
group. His private life is divided between a second wife and a young lover, Valeria, for whom he has lost his
head. But fate is lurking: the girl, during a business trip to Barcelona, is kidnapped.
Di Pietrantonio, Donatella. L'Arminuta, 2017, Einaudi, pp.162, hardback, 9788806232108, £18.50
A little girl loses everything and has to go back to her birth house, full of people she doesn't know but who are
her family.
Dikele Distefano, Antonio. Chi sta male non lo dice, 2017, Mondadori, pp.162, hardback,
9788804677437, £12.50
The love story of Yannick and Ifem is also the story of two families, moved from North Africa towards Europe
and a better future.
Fois, Marcello. Del dirsi addio, 2017, Einaudi, pp.296, hardback, 9788806216511, £21.50
Leo investigates the disappearance of the little Michele, and while he does his job the whole of his life seems to
take a turn that will make him face the truth of his own past and future.
Gamberale, Chiara. Qualcosa, 2017, Longanesi, pp.176, hardback, 9788830447677, £20.99
In the form of a fairy tale, Chiara Gamberale tells the story of our modern lives. We tend to do too much and
always be busy, just like Princess 'Qualcosa di trioppo'.
Geda, Fabio. Anime Scalze, 2017, Einaudi, pp.224, 9788806229245, £17.99
Ercole and his sister live alone with their father, they're young and go to school, they fall in love. Ercole keeps
thinking about his life and how he's unsatisfied when he learns his mother is still alive.
Lattanzi, Antonella. Una storia nera, 2017, Mondadori, pp.249, 9788804674863, £18.50
Carla and Vito have always been together, since their childhood, they had children and then divorced. Vito is
violent and vulgar, he also has another family. Can a love like this ever finish?
Manzini, Gaia. Ultima luce, 2017, Mondadori, pp.248, 9788804673231, £19.50
Ivano has realized his dreams: he has a job and a family he loves. Everything goes well until he loses his wife.
Mari, Michele. Leggenda privata, 2017, Einaudi, pp.171, hardback, 9788806228958, £17.99
An autobiographical work in which the author challenges himself and faces his worst demon: literature.
Marone, Lorenzo. Magari domani resto, 2017, Feltrinelli, pp.315, 9788807032202, £19.50
Luce is a girl living in Naples. Her life changes when one day they give her a job involving a child custody case.
Moccia, Federico. Tre volte te, 2017, Nord, pp.718, 9788842929925, £17.99
BESTSELLER. Angry Step has grown up and now he's a different person. He is going to marry Gin and his
life has changed: but is he really happy? Has he really forgotten Babi, his old love?
Pariani, Laura. "Domani e' un altro giorno" disse Rossella O'Hara, 2017, Einaudi, pp.248, hardback,
9788806233921, £19.99
The Girl, the protagonist of the book, faces reality for the first time through the adults' experiences.
Pedulla, Gabriele. Lame, 2017, Einaudi, pp.151, hardback, 9788806233303, £18.99
Olimpia and Ruggiero are a happy couple. They taste for the first time the feeling of freedom thanks to a aged
skater meeting. After that, everything changes.
Piccolo, Francesco. Il desiderio di essere come tutti, 2017, Einaudi, pp.264, 9788806232986, £11.99
BESTSELLER. A book that is both the novel of the Italian left wing and a story of individual and collective
formation.
Recami, Francesco. Commedia nera n.1, 2017, Sellerio, pp.210, 9788838936098, £16.50
Antonio Maria Cotroneo, owner of a tailoring shop, and Maria Antonietta, a beauty admired by all. A great
engagement, but then they get married; and that leads him to bury himself in the house and her to exert more
and more absolute tyranny.
Sarchi, Alessandra. La notte ha la mia voce, 2017, Einaudi, pp.165, 9788806232016, £17.50
After a car incident, a woman has lost her legs. She meets then another woman that will totally change her life.
Vitali, Andrea. A cantare fu il cane, 2017, Garzanti, pp.421, hardback, 9788811687658, £21.99
In Bellano, on the night between the 16th and 17th of July 1937 a woman shouts "Thief! Thief!” And indeed a
daring fool is then caught by the night watchman Romeo Giudici.
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Translations into Italian
Endo, Shusaku. Silenzio, 2017, Corbaccio, pp.211, hardback, 9788867002948, £16.99
Translation of 'Silence'.
Hawkins, Paula. Dentro l'acqua, 2017, Piemme, pp.370, hardback, 9788856660616, £19.50
Translation of 'Into the water'.
Lavoie, Marie-Renée. Volevo essere Lady Oscar, 2017, Sperling&Kupfer, pp.218, hardback,
9788820058494, £17.50
Translation from French.
Lee, Jung-Myung. La guardia, il poeta e l'investigatore, 2017, Sellerio, pp.387, 9788838933486, £16.99
English title: 'The Investigation'. Translation from Korean.
Mauvignier, Laurent. Intorno al mondo, 2017, Feltrinelli, pp.320, 9788807032158, £17.99
Translation from French.
Nagita, Keiko. Candy Candy, 2017, Kappalab, pp.245, 9788898002801, £15.50
English title: 'Shosetsu Candy Candy final story'. Translation from Japanese.
Ngozi Adichie, Chimamanda. Quella cosa intorno al collo, 2017, Einaudi, pp.213, hardback,
9788806201005, £19.50
Translation of 'Thing around your neck'.
Smith, Wilbur. L'ultimo faraone, 2017, Longanesi, pp.482, hardback, 9788830438736, £24.99
Translation of 'Pharaoh'.
Weir, Andy. Sopravvissuto, 2017, Newton Compton, pp.380, hardback, 9788854190566, £8.99
Translation of 'The Martian'.
Woolf, Virginia. Lunedí o Martedí: tutti i racconti, 2017, Bompiani, pp.400, 9788845283451, £20.50
Translation of Woolf's short stories: 'Carlyle's house', 'Miss Reeves', 'Cambridge', 'Hampstead', 'A modern
salon', 'Jews', 'Divorce courts'.

Polish
New Fiction
Bojarski, Piotr. Biegacz, 2017, Czwarta Strona, 9788379766666, £13.99
A 40-something history teacher decides to take up jogging to lose weight. Watching the news, he recognizes a
guy he met during his training - the man has been murdered. Police officers ignore his statement, but he
cannot stop thinking about the man and starts his own dangerous investigation…
Chmielarz, Wojciech. Farma lalek, 2017, Czarne, pp.376, 9788380495166, £16.99
Pictoresque little town somewhere in the mountains. Policeman Jakub Mortek intended to rest up there and rethink his life but his plans are ruined by a terrible incident.
—— Przejęcie, 2017, Czarne, 9788380495159, £13.99
A group of Poles selected to take part in a commercial are enjoying their stay in a luxury resort in Columbia.
But the locals give them an offer they cannot refuse, and before long their paradise turns into hell.
Chojecki, Przemysław. Plac Zbawiciela, 2017, Papierowy Motyl, 9788365816009, £13.99
A young man settled in the UK struggles to find an answer to a question that becomes more and more
important to him - is it worth returning to Poland? Set in contemporary Warsaw, this story depicts the doubts
and uncertainties of many immigrants.
Cichy, Michał. Pozwól rzece płynąć, 2017, Czarne, pp.152, hardback, 9788380494282, £12.50
Collection of short text inspired by the author's walks in the countryside.
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Ćwirlej, Ryszard. Milczenie jest srebrem, 2017, Muza, 9788328707061, £13.99
BESTSELLER. Poland, 1986. A valuable silver statue disappears from a cathedral, but the police investigators
seem unable to track down the thieves. Desperate, they ask their contact in the criminal underworld for help.
Dziurawiec, Andrzej. Festiwal, 2017, W.A.B., 9788328042865, £13.99
When a body is found in an old distillery, commissioner Szubert discovers the victim was the mother of his
friend and lover, Hava. Can he capture the killer before he finds Hava?
Fiedorczuk, Natalia. Jak pokochać centra handlowe, 2016, Wielka Litera, pp.285, hardback,
9788380321281, £12.99
BESTSELLER. A young woman struggles to make her living in contemporary Warsaw, and faces the uneasy
reality of her life changing with her pregnancy. Winner of the Paszport Polityki award for 2016.
Kołakowska, Agata. Kolejny rozdział, 2017, Proszynski Media, pp.392, 9788380970694, £14.50
How would you feel if you were receiving emails with striking descriptions of your own life? Maciej Tarski, a
journalist in a renowned magazine, opens one of his emails only to discover that an unknown person hiding
behind the pseudonym XYZ knows way too much about his private life.
Kosin, Renata. Tatarka, 2017, Filia, 9788380752559, £13.99
A beautiful and romantic story about the power of tradition, friendship and love.
Kowalewska, Hanna. Julita i huśtawki, 2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308063347, £13.99
BESTSELLER. Koli returns to his home town to work on his novel, but also to play games and seduce his
beloved Metka. A gripping novel about youth, love and passion set in the Communist times.
Kubryńska, Sylwia. 30 sekund, 2017, Czwarta Strona, 9788379766741, £13.99
Maria is 17 when her boyfriend demands 'a proof of love'. This short and painful event has tragic
consequences and brings trauma which is going to take years for the young woman to overcome.
Kuczok, Wojciech. Czarna, 2017, Od deski do deski, 9788365157218, £14.50
BESTSELLER. Based on the tragedy that happened in one of the remote Polish villages. Jeremi is handsome
and successful, but he has long ago lost any affection for his wife. Young Maryska is meant to an adventure, a
passionate affair, but he doesn't even notice when things get out of control.
Madeyska, Ewa. Rodzina O.: Sezon I. 1968/69, 2017, Znak, pp.554, 9788324037285, £13.50
Gripping family saga.
Majewska-Brown, Nina. Grzech, 2017, Rebis, pp.384, 9788380621510, £12.99
Crime. An elderly lady is killed in a small village. Ola wants to solve the case, oblivious of the danger she gets
herself into.
Marchewka, Tomasz. Wszyscy patrzyli, nikt nie widział, 2017, Sine Qua Non, 9788379248186, £13.99
Hausenberg is a notoriously crime-ridden city. Slava believes that if one wants something, they should just go
and get it. His criminal aspirations are high, but unfortunately for him, he is not the only person in the city who
wants it all to himself…
Michalak, Katarzyna. Czerwień jarzębin, 2017, Znak, 9788324038145, £14.99
When Gabrysia disappears, her girlfriends are ready to do anything to find her. But will they manage to
overcome the obstacles that keep coming their way? Chick-lit
Miłoszewski, Wojtek. Inwazja, 2017, W.A.B., 9788328044234, £13.99
A former soldier, a young woman loving a life of luxury, and a young unemployed father are brought together
when the Russian invasion of Poland begins. A critically acclaimed debut novel.
Miszczuk, Katarzyna B. Żerca, 2017, W.A.B., 9788328044630, £13.99
A great combination of humour, traditional Slavic beliefs, friendship and love.
Mróz, Remigiusz. Inwigilacja, 2017, Czwarta Strona, pp.592, 9788379766161, £14.50
Thriller. A young man returns to Poland after he had been declared missing for years. Despite being recognized
by his parents, he uses a new name and identity.
Muszyński, Andrzej. Fajrant, 2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308063521, £14.99
A smart, well-educated 30-year-old returns to Poland to start a new company, after several years abroad. All
seems to go well until he is confronted with the harsh reality of business and daily life in his small town. But
Benek is not planning to give up.
Nurowska, Maria. Innego życia nie będzie, 2017, WAB, pp.240, hardback, 9788328036772, £14.99
Chic lit. Love story with a tragic ending spanning across several decades.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Olszewski, Michal. #upał, 2017, Znak, pp.318, hardback, 9788324045716, £15.50
BESTSELLER. Surrounded by a never-ending flow of news and information, we begin to lose connection to
the world around us. A gripping novel about absence, workaholism and the struggles of contemporary man.
Posmysz, Zofia. Wakacje nad Adriatykiem, 2017, Proza PL, pp.315, hardback, 9788324038046, £15.99
Based on authentic experiences of the author, the book tells a story of friendship during the Second World
War.
Rudnicka, Olga. Martwe jezioro, 2017, Proszynski Media, pp.232, 9788380971097, £14.99
Beata, an independent single woman hires a private detective as she suspects that she was adopted.
—— Życie na wynos, 2017, Proszynski i S-ka, 9788380971349, £16.50
After her divorce, Emilia tries to find a new partner but soon ends up disappointed. When her mother-in-law
breaks her leg, she spends her days observing neighbours and discovers a horrifying secret… Crime novel.
Sieniewicz, Mariusz. Plankton, 2017, Znak, 9788324045532, £13.99
A dystopian novel set in the world torn by religious wars, suffering and terror, depicting all the problems and
fears of the contemporary world and asking important questions about the nature of man.
Varga, Krzysztof. Egzorcyzmy księdza Wojciecha, 2017, Wielka Litera, 9788380321694, £13.99
The protagonists of these short stories struggle with the everyday problems; poverty, routine, lack of purpose or
loss of faith.
Wiśniewski, Janusz L. et al. Eksplozje, 2017, Wielka Litera, pp.350, 9788380321403, £16.50
BESTSELLER. A collection of short stories revolving around love and relationships.
Witkiewicz, Magdalena. Czereśnie zawsze muszą być dwie, 2017, Filia, 9788380752528, £14.99
An old house that Zosia inherited is full of mysterious stories and secrets of its former inhabitants. Searching
through the property's history, she meets Szymon who reminds her what the true meaning of love is.
Wolny, Maja. Księgobójca, 2017, Czarna Owca, pp.336, 9788380156258, £16.50
Crime story set in Amsterdam.
Wroński, Marcin. Czas Herkulesów, 2017, W.A.B., 9788328043435, £15.00
A multifaceted portrait of a developing Polish town, where a cruel murder takes place following the arrival of
some famous wrestlers. Can commissioner Maciejewski find the murderer?
Zajas, Krzysztof A. Oszpicyn, 2017, Marginesy, pp.560, 9788365586759, £16.50
A journalist sets out on an investigation to try and revealthe dark secrets of a crime-ridden city.
Żulczyk, Jakub. Wzgórze psów, 2017, Swiat ksiazki, hardback, 9788380313507, £15.00
BESTSELLER. A dark, dramatic thriller set in a provincial Polish town. The latest title by one of the bestselling
contemporary authors.
Zyskowska-Ignaciak, Katarzyna. Koma, 2017, Filia, pp.350, 9788380752115, £15.50
A take on Romeo and Juliet story set in a provincial Polish town.

Translations into Polish
Adichie, Ngozi Chimamanda. Połówka żółtego słońca, 2017, Zysk i S-ka, hardback, 9788365676696,
£17.99
Translation of 'Half of a yellow sun'.
Bivald, Katarina. Życie, motocykle i inne niemożliwe projekty, 2017, Sonia Draga, 9788379999378,
£14.99
On her 18th birthday Anette promised herself to do three things: build a house, buy a motorcycle and stay
independent. 20 years later when her daughter moves out, she decides it is time to finally make her dreams
come true. Translation from Swedish.
Bowen, James. Kot Bob i ja: Jak kocur i człowiek znaleźli szczęście na ulicy, 2017, Nasza Ksiegarnia,
pp.285, 9788310131881, £9.99
Translation of "A street cat named Bob".
Carroll, Jonahtan. Kolacja dla wrony, 2017, Rebis, 9788380621817, £13.99
Translation of 'The crow's dinner'.
Ellwood, Nuala. Kości mojej siostry, 2017, Czarna Owca, 9788380155886, £14.99
Translation of 'My sister's bones'.
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Énard, Mathias. Busola, 2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, hardback, 9788308062388, £15.99
English title: 'Compass'. Translation from French. Prix Goncourt 2015, shortlisted for Man Booker International
Prize 2017
Faye, Gaël. Tęsknota, 2017, W.A.B., hardback, 9788328044791, £13.99
Prix Goncourt des Lycéens 2016. Burundi, 1992. 10-year-old Gabriel lives in a comfortable expat
neighbourhood with his French father, an entrepreneur, his Rwandan mother and his little sister Ana. As the
boy watches his parents’ marriage fall apart, civil war looms. Translation from French.
Fraillon, Zana. Wróbelek z kości, 2017, Poradnia K, 9788363960827, £13.99
Translation of 'The bone sparrow'.
Gaiman, Neil. Mitologia nordycka, 2017, pp.228, hardback, 9788374807289, £10.50
Translation of "Norse mythology".
Gyasi, Yaa. Droga do domu, 2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 9788308063637, £14.99
Transation of 'Homegoing'.
Hawkins, Paula. Zapisane w wodzie, 2017, Swiat ksiazki, pp.368, 9788380317086, £14.99
Translation of "Into the water".
Honeyman, Gail. Eleanor Oliphant ma się całkiem dobrze, 2017, Harper Collins, 9788327628695, £14.99
Translation of 'Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine'.
Hoove, Colleen. Confess, 2017, Otwarte, 9788375154634, £14.99
Translation from English.
Ingelman-Sundberg, Catharina. Emerycka Szajka idzie na całość, 2017, Sonia Draga, pp.447,
9788379998975, £12.99
Nothing can stop the Pensioners Gang! Set up to help the elderly and poor, they are always up for another
adventure. Translation from Swedish.
Kettu, Katja. Ćma, 2017, Swiat ksiazki, pp.400, 9788380316638, £14.50
1937. Teenage Finnish girl is having an affair with a Russian and decides to follow him abroad. It soon proves
to be a terrible mistake.
Kinsella, Sophie. Zakupoholiczka i siostra, 2017, Sonia Draga, 9788379999408, £12.99
Translation of 'Shopaholic & sister'.
Levy, Deborah. Gorące mleko, 2017, Znak, pp.304, hardback, 9788324045556, £14.50
Translation of "Hot milk".
Link, Charlotte. Oszukana, 2017, Sonia Draga, 9788379999309, £14.99
Police Officer Kate is shocked to the core by the murder of her father. Not trusting the drunken local detective,
she decides to lead the investigation herself. She will discover that her father was not the person she thought
he was. Translation from German.
Lovecraft, H.P. W górach szaleństwa i inne opowieści, 2017, Zysk i S-ka, pp.738, hardback,
9788377857823, £16.99
Anthology of the best and most popular stories by Lovecraft.
Lunde, Maja. Historia pszczół, 2017, Wydawnictwo Literackie, pp.376, hardback, 9788308061060, £15.50
English title: "The history of bees". Translation from Norwegian.
Marwood, Alex. Najmroczniejszy sekret, 2017, Albatros, 9788379857623, £13.99
Translation of 'The darkest secret'.
Montes, Raphael. Sekretna kolacja, 2017, Filia, 9788380752825, £13.99
To get out of their debts, four friends run a highly controversial business - they arrange dinners where guests
can try things that are not served anywhere else… The dark secret that started as a joke soon gets out of
control. Translation from Portuguese.
Moss, Sarah. Nocne czuwanie, 2017, Czwarta Strona, hardback, 9788379766765, £14.99
Translation of 'Night walking'.
Moyes, Jojo. Razem będzie lepiej, 2017, pp.464, 9788324037582, £14.50
Translation of "The one plus one".
Patchett, Ann. Dziedzictwo, 2017, Znak, hardback, 9788324037445, £14.99
Translation of 'Commonwealth'.
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Pérez-Reverte, Arturo. Misja encyklopedia, 2017, Znak, hardback, 9788324045440, £14.99
On the eve of the French Revolution, two Spanish scholars travel to Paris to work on Diderot's encyclopaedia
and have many adventures. An entertaining and stimulating new novel from a master of the genre. Translation
from Spanish.
Pratchett, Terry & Stephen Baxter. Długi kosmos, 2017, Proszynski Media, 9788380971394, £13.99
Traslation of 'The Long Cosmos'.
Rebanks, James. Życie pasterza: Opowieść z Krainy Jezior, 2017, Znak, pp.336, hardback,
9788324037353, £16.50
Translation of " The Shepherd's Life. A Tale of the Lake District".
Safran Foer, Jonahtan. Oto jestem, 2017, W.A.B., hardback, 9788328036987, £15.99
Translation of 'Here I am'.
Seethaler, Robert. Całe życie, 2017, Otwarte, pp.184, hardback, 9788375154412, £13.99
English title: "A whole life". Translation from German.
Wallace, David Foster. Niepamięć: Opowiadania, 2017, W.A.B., pp.384, 9788328027435, £14.50
Translation of "Oblivion. Stories".
Waxman, Abbi. Ogród małych kroków, 2017, Otwarte, 9788375154443, £13.99
Translation of 'The garden of small beginnings'.
Werber, Bernard. Mikroludzie, 2017, Sonia Draga, 9788379999385, £13.99
A gripping sci-fi novel. Composed of researchers and members of the military, the French company Pygmy Prod
sells the services of a new race of humans created from scratch: the Emachs. Translation from French.
Whitehead, Colson. Kolej podziemna, 2017, Albatros, hardback, 9788365781017, £14.99
Translation of 'Underground railway'. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction 2017.
Wohlleben, Peter. Duchowe życie zwierząt, 2017, Otwarte, pp.360, hardback, 9788375154627, £14.99
English title: "The inner life of animals: Love, grief, and compassion – Surprising observations of a hidden
world". Translation from German.

Russian
New Fiction
Burman, Dmitrii. Strannie liudi, 2017, AST, pp.256, hardback, 9785170999811, £13.99
Collection of realistic, contemporary and engaging short stories. The main motif is the never-fading value of
good that one can do to others.
Dontsova, Daria. Goroskop ptitsi Feniks, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785699942442, £14.99
Detective Evlampia Romanova is investigating case of Elena Rulskaia whose family have all died in a very short
spread of time.
Efimenko, Anna. Angliiskaia lavanda, 2017, Fliuid FriFlai, pp.160, 9785906827265, £15.50
"English Lavander" is a novel about friendship. About friendship ruined and revived, friendship at every age and
revealing each of three main characters differently. It is set in Edwardian England.
Figl Migl. Eta Strana, 2017, Limbus Press, pp.376, hardback, 9785837008122, £13.99
Russian president gives an order to instigate a new national project, based on philosophy of Nikolai Fedorov,
who was a precursor of transhumanism. Full of adventure and sarcasm, the book is also a reflection on Russia
and the nature of power.
Garmash-Roffe, Tatiana. E. B. Zh., 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, 9785699938452, £6.99
BESTSELLER. After a divorce a young woman is looking for a new life and also for revenge. She takes over
the company which used to belong to her husband, not being aware of a danger she has involved herself in.
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Gigolashvilli, Mikhail. Tainii God, 2017, AST, pp.736, hardback, 9785171012915, £27.99
The book tells about one of the most mysterious periods in Russian history - a year when Ivan the Terrible left
the throne to live in a monastery. The novel offers not only a historical drama, but is a study of morbid
consciousness and power.
Glukhovskii, Dmitrii. Tekst, 2017, AST, pp.320, hardback, 9785171035211, £25.50
Psychological thriller based around prevalence of technology and social media of our age. When so much
information is kept on mobile phone and online, it's possible that the phone can substitute the owner. But,
what happened to the owner?
Goncharova, Marianna. Papa ia prosnulas, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785171006839, £14.99
BESTSELLER. These stories, full of absurdities, accidents and incredible charm are taken from the air,
gardens, fields and streets of a small town. However quirky are their characters there is an impression as if
one knows them from childhood.
Iakovleva, Iuliia. Vdrug okhotnik vibegaet, 2017, Eksmo, pp.384, hardback, 9785699953066, £12.50
The Great Purge has already begun. Yet, next to the big evil of State there still are small crimes - people keep
stealing and killing. Will an ordinary police inspector be able connect irrational with rational and translate the
language of horror for the good?
Idiatullin, Shamil. Gorod Brezhnev, 2017, Azbuka, pp.704, hardback, 9785389122109, £16.99
Coming-of-age novel set in eighties Russia. Main hero enjoys his teenage years until one day in pioneer summer
camp he fulfils his dream to do karate, meets his first love and his first mentor, all of which leaves defining
impression on his life.
Ivanov, Aleksei & Iuliia Zaitseva. Debri, 2017, AST, pp.448, hardback, 9785171030797, £25.99
BESTSELLER. A richly woven historical novel, telling about Siberia before Russian invasion.
Kanevskii, Aleksandr. Elena Prekrasnaia, 2017, Limbus Press, pp.192, hardback, 9785837008061, £12.99
A crime fiction centred on the character of Boris Pakhomov - a detective that is cheerful, eccentric and
unpredictable.
Khemlin, Margarita. Iskalshchik, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785171015497, £17.99
Ukraine, the turbulent years from 1917 till 1924... Lazar Goikhman shares his memories. What has started as
an innocent adventure - two boys going for a treasure hunt, takes a bad turn that affects many.
Kokotiukha, Andrei. Legenda o Bezgolovom, 2017, Klub semeinogo dosuga, pp.240, hardback,
9785991037310, £12.99
After a divorce lawyer Larissa decides to go and have a rest in a cosy, provincial town. Yet, what rest can be
expected when all locals are horrified by a headless body found in a town square?
Kolesov, Evgenii. Kitaets, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785699940677, £14.99
Successful chemistry student, who is fluent in Chinese and English is recruited by Russian military intelligence.
His life changes abruptly, from now on he leads a double life. A lively and realistic novel on espionage.
Kozlova, Anna. F20, 2017, Ripol Klassik, pp.315, hardback, 9785386100117, £14.99
Coming-of-age novel. The main character is a young woman, very honest to herself and others. She is edgy,
feisty, yet also vulnerable. She has a diagnosis F20 - that in psychiatric taxonomy is a code for schizophrenia.
Medvedev, Vladimir. Zakhkhok, 2017, ArsisBooks, pp.464, hardback, 9785904155643, £15.99
In "Zakhkhok" the exotic and terrible world of Central Asia comes to life. The novel is set in Tajikistan, during
the civil war in early 1990ties and is centred on the fate of a Russian family remaining in Pamir mountains.
Metlitskaia, Mariia. Mozhno ia pobudu schastlivoi?, 2017, Eksmo, pp.352, hardback, 9785699887255,
£13.99
During the deficit years in USSR women had to use a lot of skill to produce a lipstick or sew a dress - nothing
was available in shops, yet they still wanted to be stylish and beautiful. Histories of characters are set on this
background.
Mikhalkova, Elena. Pirog iz gorkogo mindalia, 2017, AST, pp.384, hardback, 9785170974566, £14.99
BESTSELLER. On the family photo one can see a group of charming adults, pretty children and an old man
with majestic looks. Between them is a victim and a killer. A calm summer break in country house turns in to a
thriller, close relatives to bitter enemies.
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Rigbi, El. Teni prikhodiat s moria, 2017, Izdatel'stvo AST, pp.448, hardback, 9785171022006, £13.99
Historical fiction. Compelling journey through bloodspilled roads - a story of betrayal, secrets and a man on the
run from the scarlet guard. Trust no one, not even your closest friend.
Rubanov, Andrei. Patriot, 2017, AST, pp.512, hardback, 9785171018115, £23.99
The protagonist of the novel is an eccentric businessman, a successful banker in a past, but now bankrupt. His
today's reality is debts, quarrels with old friends, memories. Suddenly it is revealed that he has a son...
Rubina, Dina. Babii veter, 2017, Eksmo, pp.320, hardback, 9785699964062, £20.50
BESTSELLER. In the centre of this novel is a woman, an air balloon pilot, who after a personal tragedy is
forced to change her hometown and profession.
Safarli, Elchin. Ia khochu domoi, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785170925407, £14.99
Philosophical elegy in prose, the book embraces with its warmth, wisdom, Eastern settings and wonderings of
the main character - both physical and mental.
Se, Slava. Ves santekhnik v odnoi stopke, 2017, AST, pp.384, hardback, 9785170885879, £21.50
Compilation of two of the popular "santehnik" books - "Santehnik, ego kot, zhena I drugie podrobnosti" and
"Tvoe moe koleso". Humorous stories of modern life and love.
Sheil, Ruta. Dvoedushnik, 2017, AST, pp.416, hardback, 9785170990757, £13.99
An abandoned hotel, an old water tower, an empty building of a psychiatric hospital. What makes young girls
to come here at night, then to disappear without a trace? There are no answers, only a strange guy, who
claims that he has two souls.
Shepelev, Dmitrii. Zhanna, 2017, Eksmo, pp.256, hardback, 9785699928828, £17.99
The book is based on biography of singer Zhanna Friske, who after being diagnosed with cancer turned from a
beauty icon to the patient fighting for her life.
Shishkin, Mikhail. Palto s khliastikom, 2017, AST, pp.318, hardback, 9785170962600, £19.50
Collection of short prose by one of the best reviewed contemporary Russian authors. There are stories from
author's childhood and adolescence, as well as essays on Nabokov, Robert Walser and others.
Sorokin, Vladimir. Manaraga, 2017, AST, pp.256, hardback, 9785171027575, £17.99
BESTSELLER. The future world of 2037. The main hero of the book is a rebel and romantic, working
underground. The novel can be seen as author's reflection on relationship between man and the printed word.
Starobinets, Anna. Posmotri na nego, 2017, AST, pp.288, hardback, 9785171008383, £17.99
Birth of a baby is usually associated with joyous hopes and troubles. What to do if a baby has a diagnosis that
is not compatible with life? Based on personal experience, the author's writing is powerful, but also sad and
trying.
Tamonikov, Aleksandr. Sumka s smertiu, 2017, Eksmo, pp.288, hardback, 9785699935024, £13.50
After resigning from service in a Special Forces unit, Alexei returns to his native town and has a wild party.
Next morning in an abandoned sauna cabin he finds a girl hiding. The girl has a bag full of drugs and money
with her.
Traub, Masha. Uvazhaemie otdikhaiushchie!, 2017, Eksmo, pp.352, hardback, 9785699955695, £11.99
Dear holidaymakers! In resorts it is customary to live on a different calendar. There are only two seasons here the season and the off-season. And two times of the day - when it's open and when it's closed. Dear
holidaymakers - this is a book for you!
Various. Muzhchini o liubvi. Sovremennie rasskazi., 2017, Eksmo, pp.416, 9785699927708, £6.50
BESTSELLER. Collection of love stories written by contemporary male authors.
—— Semnadtsat o Semnadtsatom, 2017, Eksmo, pp.416, hardback, 9785699972036, £15.99
Collection of 17 stories by 17 authors, dedicated to Russian Revolution of 1917.
—— V Pitere zhit, 2017, AST, pp.528, hardback, 9785171004392, £25.00
Collection of stories, dedicated to Saint Petersburg. The stories are written by most loved and prominent
contemporary authors.
Vilmont, Ekaterina. Vafli po shpionski, 2017, AST, pp.320, hardback, 9785171005665, £15.50
A story of a man and woman,once the man helps the woman, they don’t exchange their names, but since then
they occasionally keep running into each other. What if fate really has a plan for them?
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Translations into Russian
Atwood, Margaret. Pozhiratelnitsa Grekhov, 2017, Eksmo, pp.288, hardback, 9785699969142, £14.99
Translation of "Dancing Girls".
Banner, Chaterine. Dom na kraiu nochi, 2017, Fantom Press, pp.448, hardback, 9785864717639, £17.50
Translation of "The House at the Edge of Night".
Cannon, Joanna. Sredi ovets i kozlits, 2017, AST, pp.352, hardback, 9785170961856, £14.50
Translation of "The Trouble with Goats and Sheep".
Fallada, Hans. Odin v Berline, 2017, Sindbad, pp.616, hardback, 9785906837042, £29.99
Translation of "Alone in Berlin".
Ferrante, Elena. Istoriia novogo imeni, 2017, Sidbad, pp.512, 9785906837417, £23.50
Translation of "The Story of a New Name".
—— Te, kto ukhodit i te kto ostaetsia, 2017, Sindbad, pp.448, 9785906837592, £23.50
Translation of "Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay".
Gaiman, Neil. Skandinavskie bogi, 2017, AST, pp.320, hardback, 9785171009069, £17.50
Translation of "Norse Mythology".
Harris, Joanne. Evangelie ot Loki, 2017, Eksmo, pp.416, hardback, 9785699904273, £17.50
Translation of "The Gospel of Loki".
Lemaitre, Pierre. Tri dnia i vsia zhizn, 2017, Azbuka, pp.256, hardback, 9785389117150, £13.99
Translation of "Three Days and a Life".
Lynch, Jennifer. Tainii Dnevnik Lori Palmer, 2017, Azbuka, pp.320, hardback, 9785389128927, £14.50
Translation of "Secret Diary of Laura Palmer".
Said, Kurban. Ali i Nino, 2017, Azbuka, pp.320, hardback, 9785389129313, £14.50
Translation of "Ali and Nino".
Thompson, Hunter Stockton. Angeli Ada, 2017, AST, pp.576, 9785171025656, £6.99
Translation of "Hell's Angels".

Spanish
New Fiction
Allende, Isabel. Mas alla del invierno, 2017, Plaza & Janes editores, pp.352, hardback, 9788401019760,
£23.50
This is one of the most personal stories of Isabel Allende: an absolutely real work that addresses the reality of
emigration and the idea of identity in America, through characters who find hope in love and in second
chances.
Arriaga, Guillermo. El salvaje, 2017, pp.704, 9788420419640, £23.50
At age seventeen Juan Guillermo has been orphaned and left completely alone. Then, Carlos, his older brother,
has been killed by religious fanatics.A story of grief and revenge.
Benavent, Elisabet. La magia de ser Sofía, 2017, Suma de letras, pp.528, 9788491291107, £18.50
First instalment of a romantic duology, that deals with unfulfilled dreams, the routines of lifelong connections
and destiny.
Cabré, Jaume. Cuando llega la penumbra, 2017, Destino, pp.288, 9788423352234, £21.50
BESTSELLER. A child who rebels against his master, a murderer who confesses his crimes to his next victim,
a burglar captivated by a painting he's just stolen... Stories that have a touch of darkness, anger and irony.
Cañete Bayle, Joan. Parte de la felicidad que traes, 2017, HarperCollins, pp.400, 9788491390848, £24.99
How far can a mother's love go? A touching story of feminine solidarity, courage and survival against all odds.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Chacel, Rosa. Barrio de maravillas, 2017, Lumen, pp.312, hardback, 9788426403513, £22.99
Chacel narrates the experiences of two young girls in Madrid at the beginning of the 20th Century and reflects
upon the basis of existentialism.
Chaparro, Carmen. No soy un monstruo, 2017, Espasa Calpe, pp.336, hardback, 9788467048964,
£16.99
Winner of the Premio Primavera award 2017. Debut novel. A boy disappears in a shopping centre; from that
moment, a neverending chase will keep you on edge until the end.
Cid, Daniel. La gabardina azul, 2017, Plan B, pp.192, hardback, 9788417001001, £14.99
Roberto has returned to the hell that he's been trying to escape for years. But this time is worse. Dragged by
some disturbing phone calls, he immerses himself in a world populated by people he would never have wanted
to meet.
Díez, Luis Mateo. Vicisitudes, 2017, Alfaguara, pp.568, 9788420426754, £20.99
BESTSELLER. A homely wedding in the village of Solba runs into a mysterious twist: the sudden
disappearance of Ezequiel, the groom.
Enriquez, Mariana. Los peligros de fumar en la cama, 2017, Anagrama, pp.208, 9788433998248, £19.99
Using some of the features of a romantic gothic genre, the author creates a collection of stories which will leave
its reader truly astonished and perhaps slightly terrified too.
Escalante Galán, Luis. Silda: La Dama de la Punta del Águila, 2017, Almuzara Editorial, pp.544,
9788417044367, £20.99
Shortlisted for the Planeta Award 2016 under the title "Sardinas Coloradas"; set in the idyllic surroundings of
the natural park of the dunes in Liencres.
Esteban, Luis. El río guardó silencio, 2017, Suma, pp.304, 9788483659038, £15.99
The investigation of a homophobic murder perpetrated in Zaragoza will bring Inspector Roy to an unsuspected
discovery.
Feijoo, Pedro. Los hijos del fuego, 2017, Ediciones B, pp.512, 9788466661225, £21.50
Sequel to "Los hijos del mar", in which the characters will be involved in a mysterious murder connected to the
origins of the city of Madrid.
Freijo, Sibila. Lo que no sabía de mí, 2017, Ediciones B, pp.360, 9788466661805, £14.99
By day, Carlota is a cultured and attractive woman about to turn forty, recently divorced, with two children and
a good job. At night, her life is full of unexpected pleasures and exciting adventures she never thought she
would experience.
Freire, Espido. Llamadme Alejandra, 2017, Planeta, pp.368, hardback, 9788408169406, £22.50
AZORÍN NEW NOVEL PRIZE 2017. As if they were chess figures, the Romanov family prepares in silence
for a new transfer, after the abdication of the Tsar. Alejandra, the Tsarina, dreams of seeing her four
daughters married.
Fresán, Rodrigo. La parte soñada, 2017, Literatura Random House, pp.592, 9788439731184, £22.99
How does a writer dream? This is the second volume of a trilogy in which Rodrigo Fresán investigates the
mechanism and the gears that make the mind of a writer work.
Gabas, Luz. Como fuego en el hielo, 2017, Planeta, pp.576, hardback, 9788408161561, £22.50
The fateful day when Attua had to take her father's place, she knew her promising future had been truncated.
Now she has to run the thermal baths that had been the sustenance of her family, in a land where they would
never have chosen to return.
Gallardo, José Miguel. 2065, 2017, Roca Editorial, pp.420, 9788416700820, £15.99
Madrid, 2065.After an unprecedented heat wave, a hurricane threatens the peninsula. A race against time to
defeat the corrupt power that controls the threads of global warming.
Garcia Saenz de Urturi, Eva. Los ritos del agua, 2017, Planeta, pp.448, hardback, 9788408169451,
£21.50
Second instalment of the Trilogy "La ciudad blanca". Carrying an unborn child inside her, a woman from
Kraken's past is murdered following an ancient ritual from over 2,000 years ago.
Giner, Gonzalo. Las ventanas del cielo, 2017, Planeta, pp.736, hardback, 9788408168614, £22.50
15th century, Hugo de Covarrubias decides to renounce the destiny that his father, a wool merchant, has
marked for him. But everything changes when he discovers that his father is being betrayed.
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Izaguirre, Marian. Cuando aparecen los hombres, 2017, pp.392, 9788426404060, £22.50
A novel about the past, about the secrets and about lives that share the same destiny despite the time that
separates them.
Landero, Luis. La vida negociable, 2017, Tusquets Editores, pp.336, 9788490663714, £20.50
Hugo Bayo, a hairdresser of misunderstood genius, tells his clients the story of his many adventures, from his
adolescence in a neighbourhood of Madrid to the present moment when, nearly forty, he continues to seek the
meaning of life.
Llop, Jose Carlos. En la ciudad sumergida, 2017, Alfaguara, pp.344, 9788420414102, £20.50
BESTSELLER. osé Carlos Llop writes an elegy to his city, Palma de Mallorca, interweaving his biography with
its history and his sentimental memory in one of his most personal books.
López Rubio, Susana. El encanto, 2017, Espasa Calpe, pp.448, hardback, 9788467049732, £21.50
The memory of a place where everything was possible... Until one day it was no more.
Lopez Silva, Inma. Los dias iguales de cuando fuimos malas, 2017, pp.360, 9788426403414, £21.99
Five women, five private stories and the point where they meet: the experience of prison.
Lorena Franco, Piris. Ella lo sabe, 2017, Plan B, pp.563, hardback, 9788417001094, £22.99
Andrea is a thriller writer who lives haunted by a horrible experience from her past and a marriage that is
about to end. Her life is suddenly interrupted by some unexpected events concerning her brother-in-law and
her next door neighbour.
Loriga, Ray. Rendición, 2017, Alfaguara, pp.216, 9788420426860, £20.50
BESTSELLER. Winner of the "Alfaguara" award 2017. In a society in which the private belongs to the
public domain, and a happy and suffocating world that passively attacks the dignity of the human being, the
most shattering auguries of our future will emerge.
Madrid, Juan. Perros que duermen, 2017, Alianza, pp.432, 9788491046257, £13.99
Madrid, 2011. Juan Delforo, journalist and writer, son of Republican parents and with a past of militancy in the
anti-fascist struggle, goes to a villa in El Viso to collect the legacy of a man he doesn't know and who has just
died
Marsé, Juan. Colección particular, 2017, Lumen, pp.376, hardback, 9788426404336, £23.99
The ultimate edition of the most beloved stories by Juan Marsé, accompanied by unpublished material and a
new prologue by Ignacio Echevarría.
Martinez de Pison, Ignacio. Derecho natural, 2017, Seix Barral, pp.448, 9788432232220, £22.50
Set during the early days of the Spanish Transition, "Derecho natural" shows the legislative development of an
era in conflict with a past, in which there was no relation between law and justice.
Martorell, Juan. El manuscrito nazi, 2017, Espasa Calpe, pp.384, 9788467048339, £17.99
Archaeologist Nicole Pascal is again embroiled in an adventure that will lead her into the secrets and esoteric
beliefs of the great leaders of German Nazism.
Maruri Chimeno, Cristina. Todas mis fotos hablan de ti, 2017, Plan B, pp.416, 9788417001063, £14.99
A romantic story that starts with some instagram pictures and ends up with two people falling in love over the
internet.
Mesa, Sara. Un incendio invisible, 2017, Anagrama, pp.240, 9788433998286, £20.50
A renowned geriatrician is appointed to take over a nursing home. Privately, he himself hopes to leave his past
behind and start afresh. It turns out that his arrival coincides with a strange phenomenon- the city is being
abandoned by its inhabitants...
Michelena Pagglioli, Mariela. La vida son los miércoles, 2017, Espasa Libros, pp.320, 9788467050127,
£17.99
Three women on the brink of forty will have to face a series of struggles (love, work, family) that will test their
long friendship but while forcing them to rethink their place in the world.
Moreno, Miguel Ángel. Un piano para los Masáis, 2017, Roca Editorial, pp.320, hardback,
9788416700639, £16.99
Tanganica, 1905. The Kast brothers run a colonial house on a cotton plantation. One of them, Bertram, is an
irascible man whom everyone fears. His only concern is to keep his family safe, which will enlarge his legend of
an evil man.
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Nadal, Rafel. La señora Stendhal, 2017, Destino, pp.168, 9788423352449, £16.99
When on the last day of the war a bullet takes the life of a young mother in a fire fight in the square of Sant
Pere de Girona, the destiny of Lluc is forever tied to that of Mrs. Stendhal, who will raise him as her own.
Navarro, Julia. Historia de una canalla, 2017, Punto de lectura, pp.864, 9788466340991, £15.99
BESTSELLER. A story about the ambition, greed and selfishness of humankind.
Noriega, Luis. Razones para desconfiar de sus vecinos, 2017, Random House, pp.312, 9788439732778,
£19.99
This collection of diverse short stories proves the author's distinctive position on the modern Colombian literary
scene. *Winner of Premio Hispanoamericano de Cuento Gabriel Garcís Márquez for 2016.*
Ónega, Sonsoles. Después del amor, 2017, Planeta, pp.592, hardback, 9788408173908, £23.99
Winner of the 22nd Fernando Lara Novel Award. Based on true events. An unforgettable story of a forbidden
love that fought through a war and overcame all social barriers in its path.
Orriols, Marta. La anatomía de las distancias cortas, 2017, Lumen, pp.144, 9788426404213, £20.50
An excellent collection of short stories that will transform your daily life into pure literature.
Oruña, María. Un lugar a donde ir, 2017, Destino, pp.520, 9788423351855, £20.99
Months after Suances, a small town on the Cantabrian coast, witnessed several murders that shook the
inhabitants, the corpse of a young woman appears in the ruins of an unusual medieval construction.
Perez Ledo, Jose A. Esto no es una historia de amor, 2017, pp.416, 9788408166689, £11.99
A romantic comedy in the style of Hollywood of the nineties.
Repila, Iván. Prólogo para una guerra, 2017, Seix Barral Ediciones, pp.288, 9788432229879, £18.50
A city is the witness and the scene of a battle between two men, who will fight to overcome their inner demons,
as well as for the love of the same woman.
Reverte, Javier. Banderas en la niebla, 2017, Plaza & Janes, pp.384, hardback, 9788401019432, £22.99
BESTSELLER. In the middle of the Spanish civil war in 1936, two men from very different backgrounds will
come together under a similar and catastrophic fate.
Rodriguez Iglesias, Legna. Mi novia preferida fue un bulldog francés, 2017, pp.168, 9788420429625,
£16.99
A powerful new voice coming from Cuba in a radical and modern style unlike any other tells us about sex, love,
politics and everyday life in Cuba as never before.
Rodriguez Lezaun, Susana. Deudas del frío, 2017, Punto de lectura, pp.496, 9788466339520, £13.50
A gripping crime novel set on the inclement north of the Spanish peninsula at a time of economic crisis. No one
can erase the traces of their past. The shadow of your sins will always come for you.
Sanchidrián, Ángel. Tres enanos y pico, 2017, Planeta, pp.480, 9788408171133, £19.50
Wifo Medroso is a young, skinny and rather weak student of Dwarphology in the city of Villa Trifulcas. So far, it
sounds like an uninteresting and anodyne story, but would it be told if it were?
Santos, Care. Media vida, 2017, Destino, pp.414, hardback, 9788423351831, £21.99
Premio Nadal de Novela 2017. Through the lives of five friends who met at a convent girl-only school in the
fifties of the XX century, we witness the social changes in Spain.
Saskia, Alba. Con un par de alas, 2017, Planeta, pp.288, hardback, 9788408172444, £17.99
After living a thunderous love story with Hugo in Tarifa, Lía goes back to Barcelona, heartbroken. Her best
friend Manu takes her in and gives her thirty days to move on.
Sepúlveda, Luis. El fin de la historia, 2017, Tusquets Editores, pp.208, 9788490664162, £17.99
An international thriller and historical research into the executioners who worked for the Chilean dictatorship.
Silva, Lorenzo. Recordarán tu nombre, 2017, Destino, pp.496, 9788423352340, £21.50
This is the story of a forgotten hero: A man who was able to put his ideals before the prevailing orders of his
chain of command.
Sombra, Víctor. La quimera del Hombre Tanque, 2017, Literatura Random House, pp.224,
9788439732921, £15.99
Based on the story of the man who in 1989 stopped a column of tanks in the avenue of the Eternal Peace of
Beijing.
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Tusset, Pablo. Sakamura y los turistas sin karma, 2017, Destino, pp.288, 9788423352432, £14.99
A futuristic novel in which Sakamura, the former investigator of the Japanese Special Brigade, must solve a
case of vandal tourists in the city of Barna City, the touristic capitol of Extreme Europe.
Valero, Begoña. La casa del compás de oro, 2017, Grijalbo S.A., pp.408, hardback, 9788425354861,
£19.99
In a convulsive 16th century Europe plagued by religious wars, the love of books could lead you to glory or the
pyre. This is the story of an apprentice who became the most prestigious printer, bookseller and publisher of
his time.
Various. Por una rosa, 2017, Montena, pp.192, hardback, 9788490437926, £15.99
A retelling of the classic Beauty and the Beast through three stories written by Young Adult Spanish authors
(Laura Gallego, Javier Ruescas, Benito Taibo) and illustrated by Mar Blanco.
Vázquez-Figueroa, Alberto. Rumbo a la noche, 2017, Ediciones B, pp.312, hardback, 9788466659857,
£21.50
Caribel works as a prostitute in a luxury brothel. She is an intelligent woman who handles herself coldly in her
trade with the sole purpose of accumulating money and retiring early. One night, however, she finds herself
involved in a murder case.
Vega, Mercedes de. Cuando estábamos vivos, 2017, pp.528, 9788466338714, £8.50
BESTSELLER. An exceptional novel about love and destiny, memory and family secrets, set in Madrid in the
thirties.
Vila, María. La leyenda de las dos piratas, 2017, Planeta, pp.960, hardback, 9788408172475, £19.99
London, 1579. Two young aristocrats- the future Countess Ines Braukings and the bastard princess Victoria
Dudley- rebel against their birthright and escape in search of freedom.
Volpi, Jorge. Examen de mi padre, 2017, Alfaguara, pp.296, 9788420431420, £20.50
Dealing with a personal loss and grieving, the author decided to create a book that would help to
commemorate his father. The result, this book of essays, manages to achieve a lot, being the same time
moving and analytical.

Reprints
Árbol, Víctor del. La víspera de casi todo, 2017, Booket, pp.416, 9788423351879, £12.50
A disillusioned detective moves to the Galician coast in search of a more peaceful life. There he meets the
mysterious Paola who is fleeing her own demons, and their lives become intertwined. *Premio Nadal 2016*
Axat, Federico. La última salida, 2017, Destino, pp.544, 9788423352012, £12.99
Ted McKay, a wealthy married man with two lovely daughters and a perfect life, was about to shoot himself in
the head when the doorbell began to ring insistently.
Belli, Gioconda. El intenso calor de la luna, 2017, Seix Barral, pp.320, 9788432232138, £11.50
This book tells the story of Emma, a Flaubertian character who rebels against the role that society imposes on
mature women.
Bolaño, Roberto. Estrella distante, 2017, Debolsillo, pp.136, 9788466337045, £12.50
The perennial detective Arturo Belano presents the reader with a portrait of Carlos Wieder, poet and aviator,
incarnation of the most profound infamy.
—— Nocturno de Chile, 2017, Punto de Lectura, pp.112, 9788466337151, £12.99
A night of agony in the life of Sebastian Urrutia, an excuse to travel the history of a hellish country "that does
not know very well if it is a country or a landscape."
Calderón, Reyes. Dispara a la luna, 2017, Planeta, pp.608, 9788408170457, £11.99
Winner of the Azorín award 2016. Lola MacHor receives an unusual SMS from Juan Iturri, inspector of the
Interpol in Lyon. Even though it's just two cryptic references, her instinct assures her that her friend is in
danger, and needs her help.
Carrillo, Monica. Olvidé decirte quiero, 2017, Planeta, pp.256, 9788408170471, £9.99
After suffering a terrible car accident, Malena finds herself walking the thin line that separates life from death,
thinking about all the words that remained unsaid: words of love, friendship and forgiveness.
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Díez, Luis Mateo. El reino de Celama, 2017, Punto de Lectura, pp.696, 9788466330985, £11.50
Celama is a territory of myth, imagination and memory containing, as a literary invention, a great metaphor
about the disappearance of peasant cultures, which leads us to the deepest and most mysterious side of the
the human heart.
Dominguez, Mari Pau. La corona maldita, 2017, Debolsillo, pp.352, 9788466340601, £9.99
A king obsessed with time and death. A queen ready to do anything for the future of her children. A
relationship marked by lust, fear and intrigue. A story of Philip V, the first Borbon who reigned in Spain.
Fonseca, Carlos. Trece rosas rojas y la rosa 14, 2017, Temas de hoy, pp.352, 9788499986210, £9.99
Extended edition of the great editorial success "Trece rosas rojas", which completes the most poignant story of
the Spanish civil war.
Fuentes, Eugenio. Las manos del pianista, 2017, Tusquets Editores, pp.272, 9788490663752, £9.99
A new case for Detective Ricardo Cupido with the interests of the construction world as a backdrop.
Grandes, Almudena. Los besos en el pan, 2017, Tusquets Editores, pp.336, 9788490664186, £11.99
You ought to be very brave to ask for help, but you have to be braver to accept it. The characters in this novel
will live bittersweet moments of unexpected solidarity, indignation and rage, but also of tenderness and
tenacity.
Marsé, Juan. Esa puta tan distinguida, 2017, Debolsillo, pp.240, 9788466339438, £12.50
In a local cinema a prostitute is murdered in cold blood. But the mystery is not the who or the how but the
why. And the murderer can’t remember.
Martínez, Agustín. Monteperdido, 2017, Debolsillo, pp.464, 9788466340328, £12.50
Two 11 year old girls go missing in the village of Monteperdido. When one of them reappears five years later,
the case is re-opened and many of the villagers are anxious to avoid the truth coming out.
Maxwell, Megan. Oye, morena ¿tú qué miras?, 2017, Booket, pp.496, 9788408173304, £12.99
A romantic comedy about a woman who has been heartbroken many times in her life. Her story will remind us
that, even if love has an expiry date, sometimes one can keep it forever.
—— Te esperaré toda mi vida, 2017, Planeta, pp.336, 9788408173311, £9.99
Montse and her friends Julia and Juana are three Spanish girls living in London, who in order to escape from
their stressful routine (and help Montse move on after a bad break-up), embark on a girls-only trip to
Edinburgh.
Millas, Juan José. Dos mujeres en Praga, 2017, Seix Barral, pp.240, 9788432232459, £9.99
A thrilling novel that will hold your breath and give you a glimpse of the hidden territories of existence.
Molist, Jorge. Prométeme que serás libre, 2017, Booket, pp.768, 9788499986241, £9.99
Historical novel set in 15th-century Catalonia. 12-year old Joan is forced to flee when his father is killed, and
his mother and sister kidnapped by pirates. His attempts to free his family take him to Sicily, Naples and
Rome.
—— Tiempo de cenizas, 2017, Booket, pp.704, 9788499986234, £9.99
In the late 15th century a library becomes the centre of intrigue in a Rome dominated by the Borgias. An
exciting historical novel set in the world of books.
Montero, Carlos. El desorden que dejas, 2017, Booket, pp.416, 9788467050271, £9.99
Teacher Raquel takes up a new job in a remote Galician village and is shocked to find out that her predecessor
Elvira committed suicide. An absorbing thriller in which nearly all of the characters have something to hide.
Premio Primavera de Novela 2016
Navarro, Esteban. La casa de enfrente, 2017, B de Bolsillo, pp.432, 9788490703892, £10.99
The brutal murder of a 16-year old girl in a remote coastal village leads to a campaign of violence against the
man believed by the locals to be her killer.
Rey, Jacinto. Dile a Marie que la quiero, 2017, Debolsillo, pp.368, 9788466341219, £9.99
A girl lost in a Europe at war, and the struggles of a desperate mother to find her. A touching storu of the
Second World War.
Santiago, Mikel. La última noche en Tremore Beach, 2017, B de Bolsillo, pp.416, 9788490703885, £15.99
A composer who has lost his inspiration. An isolated house on an Irish beach. A stormy night that could change
everything.
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Taylor, Ivanka. Tierra, trágame y escúpeme en el Caribe, 2017, Martinez Roca, pp.336, 9788427043664,
£9.99
A mixture between Sex and the City and The Wizard of Oz. A road movie starring four forty-something women
looking for an adventure. A trip will take their friendship to the limit and will change them forever.

Translations into Spanish
Alderman, Naomi. The Power, 2017, Roca Editorial, pp.288, hardback, 9788416700677, £16.99
Translation of "The Power"
Andrea, Luca d'. La sustancia del mal, 2017, Alfaguara, pp.472, 9788420426440, £22.99
English title: “The Mountain”.
Atwood, Margaret. El cuento de la criada, 2017, pp.416, 9788498388015, £20.99
Translation of "The Handmaid's Tale"
Bracken, Alexandra. Pasajera, 2017, Molino, pp.496, 9788427204393, £14.99
Translation of "Passenger".
Chase, Eve. El secreto de Black Rabbit Hall, 2017, Debolsillo, pp.368, 9788466341257, £12.99
Translation of "Black Rabbit Hall"
French, Tana. Intrusión, 2017, Alianza Editorial, pp.528, 9788491047476, £14.99
Translation of "The Trespasser".
Glattauer, Daniel. Un regalo que no esperabas, 2017, Punto de lectura, pp.336, 9788466341196, £12.99
English title: "Gifted". Translation from German.
Hawkins, Paula. Escrito en el agua, 2017, Planeta, pp.560, hardback, 9788408172178, £22.50
Translation of 'Into the water'.
Lamberto, Maffei. Elogio de la rebeldía, 2017, Alianza, pp.128, 9788491047049, £8.99
English title: "Praise to rebellion". Translation from Italian.
Lapena, Shari. La pareja de al lado, 2017, Suma, pp.390, hardback, 9788491290650, £19.99
Translation of "The couple next door".
Marsons, Angela. Nadie te oirá gritar, 2017, S. L. U. Espasa, pp.480, 9788467050264, £17.99
Translation of "Silent Scream".
Melpas, Jodi Ellen. El protector, 2017, Planeta, pp.480, 9788408173243, £15.99
Translation of "The protector".
Patchett, Ann. Comunidad, 2017, Alianza Editorial, pp.352, 9788491047490, £14.99
Translation of "Commonwealth".
Pen, Paul. La casa entre los cactus, 2017, Plaza & Janés, pp.360, 9788401019210, £16.99
Translation of "Desert Flowers".
Snoekstra, Anna. Hija única, 2017, Suma, pp.304, 9788491290681, £15.99
Translation of "Only Daughter".
Walker, Adrian J. Corre hasta el fin del mundo, 2017, Plaza & Janes,
pp.512, 9788401018695, £18.50
Translation of "The End of the World Running Club".
Winslow, Don. Corrupción policial, 2017, RBA Libros, pp.576, hardback, 9788490567760, £17.99
Translation of 'The Force'.
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